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Cranley's Coffee

Peppy performance

President outlines Wolf and Pot renovations
Kevin Bachman
News Editor

------

Inanattempttostoptheexodus
of John Carroll students to offcampus parties and bars, Student
Un1on Pres1dentjohn Cranley has
proposed an on-campus coffee
shop.
'This is the biggest agenda item
of this administration," Cranley
said regarding the proposal to
renovate the Wolf and Pot.
"The Wolf and Pot is something
that we, meaning the students,
mustmakeourown Wemustmake
it a place that we want to have. If
not, then the university will rake it
over, and then they will get the
revenues.Orworse,theymightturn
itintosomethin that'snotevenfor
the students: Cranley said.
have to go elsewhere to have a good
time. "The biggest complaint I have

found of the students is th<~t tts not
that much fun on campus. There's
nothing to do," he said. "That's a
serious problem; he added.
"I think its a great idea,' said the
vice-president for Student Affairs,
the Rev. Richard P. Salmi, Sj.,of the
plans.
"As we all know, the Wolf and
Pot has failed for, at least, the last
four or five years to bring in a
significant amount of students to
hangout,Cranleysaid. 'If you go to
most universities, they have
Student Union buildings, they
incrediblefacilities. We really don't
have that, and part of the reason is
that we have a small campus.'
Cranley hopes to make the Woll
and Pot a place where students feel
more comfortable on campus.
~UM «Jo&smal at:t:>& where
there is a large concentration of
Iight for studying purposes, but the

general idea is to turn the place into
a carnpus hangout. said Cranley
The Student Union plans to offer a variety of coffee. Cafe mocha,
cappucccino, tea, teed coffee, hot
chocolate and decaffeinated varieties are all being considered.
Cranley hopes to make use of
what is already there for the time
being. He eventually wants to bring
in booths, bar stools, a jukebox, a
dart board, framed pictures of
sports teams, posters, maps of the
world,beer lights,andadancefloor.
He would like to create a new
atmosphere, one where swdents
can go to for a cup of coffee, swdy,
watchfootball,orjusthangout."We
want a place where students can
have fun on campus. The Wolf n
Po·t is prime location," he said.
lnitially,.we(

~L

Union) is

notdoingthistomakea large profit.

see CRANLEY, page 3

..Talkline . debuts on WUJC Radio
Kate Robinson
Staff Reporter

Students at john Carroll
University are full of ideas and
opinions,
however, many of them have
never been able to find an avenue
to express these views, until now
WUJC's new show, "Talkline"
was created for just that reason: to
allow students to publicly voice
their feelings and ask the questions.
The program premiered last
Friday at 4 p.m. withjohn Cranley,
Carroll's Student Union president,
discussing various issues,
including Jesuit education, dorm
life, the commuter syndrome and
community projects.
"Talkline," was created by
WUJC's station manager, Lisa
Coyne, as "a way tO expand
rela tionson campus, (and serve as)
a reliable source for what's going
on around JCU and in the
community," she said.
The hosts of "Talkline" are
sophomores, Samantha D'Angelo
and Robin Spilka. "It ("Talkline") is
a beautiful experience t~atgets the
community and school involved
in the radio station," Spilka said.
The two hosts will be
interviewing individuals who are
involved in all facets of the JCU
community, including faculty,
administration, and students, to
increase that involvement, said
Coyne.
"We're open to anyone who
wants to be heard," Coyne said.

Stasy Z(:ier

'Talkline directors Samantha D'Angelo and Robin Splika
on the air.
Listeners can call in and ask always just been there, this is a step
to better ourselves as a whole, to
questions directly to the guests.
The program offers, "A place for take us forward instead of just
someone to hide their identity if standing still."
If any listeners have suggestions
he/she has concerns or questions
which they would be scared to ask for future guests on "Talkline," or
have ideas in general, the WUJC
elsewhere," Coyne said.
D'Angelo and Spilka will have staff emphasizes their open;door
an issue guiding each week's show policy. Listeners can send notes
and will lead the discussion . through campus mail, stop in at
However, the issues covered will the WUJC office, or call the
also be determined by the inquiries dtrectors at 397-44 37.
Listeners can hear "Talkline,"
made by callers.
"We want to deal with campus every Friday from 4-4:30 p.m. on
issues,directly,"Coynesaid, "I want WUJC88.7 FM,andcall397-4438
to get the radio station more to express themselvesdurlngeach
involved with the campus, it has show

john R Thorn(:

Freshmen Deb Chute, left, and Missy Schlais are two of the
35-member JCU Pep Band has increased its membership
300 percent in the past two years.

Fisher addresses crime
Christine Dresch
Staff Writer

The Ohio State Attorney General, lee Fisher, addressed an attemivejardineRoomassemblylast
Wenesday on public strategies for
safer communities.
Sponsored by John Carroll's
Center for Community Service,
Fisher's appearance continued the
celebration fort he firstann iversary
of the National and Community
Service Trust Act. According to
Mike Falbo,Director of the Center
forCommunityService,theactwas
signed by President Clinton to
promote community service, dispensing a minimum wage stipend
and educational benefits to volunteers.
The Attorney General, shunning both podium and microphone, opted for what he ca lied an
"informal" talk close to hisaudience.
Fisher began his speech by stating
how the killings of four student
protesters at Kent State University
in 197lforced a "defining moment"
in the course of his life.
"W hen l heard of the shootings
of thosefoursrudents,"I knew then
that I would dedicate my life to
making a difference in a world
where peaceful protesting could
turn into tragedy, and ordinary, innocent people could become unexpected history," Fisher said.
The primary focus of Fisher's
dedication has become the safety
of our future generations.
"We must save the children. I
believe that the solution to every
problem, whether it be poverty, or
education, or crime, lies with one
little girl or one little boy," he said.
Falbo believes Fisher's commitment impressed hisaudience. "The
storyofhowtheKemSrateincident
shaped his dedication to public
safety connected him with his au-

---------

dience, the idea of saving our children with simple public service
hopefully made an important impact," Falbo sai .
According to Fisher, the epidemic of brutal, random violence
ravaging America is only a larger
manifestation of the terror and
violence that too many children
conf rom in their own homes. Broken families, shattered by both
physical and emotional abuse and
neglecr,haveproducedageneration
of children without the ability to
love and respectanyone,including
' themselves. Fisher's policies on
crime and community safety attempt to rescue children from violence before it consumes them.
Fisher divided his ami-crime
agenda imo two categories; shortterm and long-term. His shortterm policiesconsistof swif tjustice
for all convicted criminals. He
criticized the judicial system for its
brand of "revolving door justice,"
accusing lax, open-ended sentencing fora national loss of faith in the
effectiveness of law enforcement
"We as a community need to
draw a line in the sand. If you cross
that line, you shall be assured of
See FISHER, page 3

Editor's note

In the aftermath of
the USAir tragedy, we
at The Cs1toll News
would like to extend
our thoughts and
prayers to families of
the victims of Friday's
crash near Pittsburgh
that claimed 132
lives. While this
Incident Is on the
minds of the entire
nation, we must
remeber the people
who It really affects.
The survivors.

.:
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Senate approves Homecoming package
Cherie Skoczen
Staff Reporter
The Student Union Senat~
unammously approved the
FinanceCommiuee'shomecoming
proposaltolowerthe costofbids
$10overlast year's prices.
Homecoming co-chairpersons,
Anna Spangler and Keith Papa.
worked to lower the overall
expenses of the event The cost of

security was lowered by $392, and
dinner expenses were lowered by
$3,000 As a result of the savings,
theexpensebudgetfordecorauons
was increased $500.
"l'mreallypleasedthatwewere
able tO lowerthe prices of the bids
Morestudemswi ll be able toattend
because It is more affordable for
them," Spa ngler said.
·An Affa1r tO Remember" is the

theme of Homecoming, which will
take place at Swmgo'sat the Statler
on October 8.
Bidswillgoonsaletoseniorson
September26,toseniorsandjuniors
onSeptember27,andtotheentire
studentlxx:lythefollowingday. B1d
pricesare$35 with a student union
discoumcardand$45wnhouwne.
Approximately 250 bids will be
available for sale. Spangler satd

more information on thesaleofb1ds
is forthcommg.
The SU, Res1de nce Life, the
Alumni Association, and the
brotherhood of Iota Chi Upsilon
are each contributing to
Homecoming weekend. In a
cooperativeeffort with the Alumni
Associa tion , SU Vice President,
Denms.J. Percy, IS in charge of the
block party. Spanglerisorganizing

'Town Meeting' set to discuss signs
Kevin Bactman

There will be an open-forum
"town meetmg" on Wednesday in
There was httle progress in the the SAC conference room from 5-6
ongoing debate over atrium signs p.m. The forum will consist of a
a Ithough the Vice-President for panel of speakers. Cranley and
Student Affairs and the Student Salmi will be joined by john R.
Union President did meet Tuesday Thorne, Editor-in-Chief of The
Ca rroll News, and Lisa Heckman,
to exchange ideas.
No conclusion was reached at director of Student Activities. The
the meeting because both the Rev. forum will be moderated by a
R1chard P. Salmt, S.j., and john faculty member and lecterns will
Cranley wanted to bring the mat- beset up to hear student and faculty
ter before the entire student lxx:ly comments on the issue.
Salmi hopes that because the
in an effort to hear everyone who
meeting is in the early evening,
wanted to speak on the ISsue.
"We both agreed it would be more people will be able to attend
much betterto have a "town meet- , because students will be around
ing"andgeteveryone'sinput,rather for dinner, and some faculty and
than reachingsomesortof decision staff members will not have left
behind closed doors without hear- ca mpus yet.
ing everyong who wanted to exSalmi hopes that out of the
pressan opinionoroffer ideasabout meeting will emerge some positive
comments about alternative ideas
the mauer,'Cranley said.

Homecoming 1994
Friday October 7, 1994
4 P.M. Women's Soccer
vs. Marie ta - Wa~mer Field

f· JCU

6:30 P.M. Homecoming Pep Rally
Recplex-Atrlum steps

7:30 P.M. Hall of Fame Dinner
Blue-Gold Club will honor 5 Inductees for 1994
New Conference Room

Saturday October 8, 1994
11:00 A.M. Homecoming Block Party
Belvoir Boulevard
Noon
Resident Hall and Booth Decoration Judging
First and second place prizes will be awarded for
the best In each category.

2:00 P.M. JCU vs. Heidelberg -

Wasmer Field

6:30 Student Unlon/IXV Homecoming Dance
Swingo's - Playhouse Square

Do you
know
where
your
parents
are?

Call
home!

ro pub! icize events, as well as 1deas
about hanging signs as well.
"! would hope (the meeting)
would offer up some ideas beyond
just hanging signs in the atrium.
But if we were to go back (to hanging signs), I'd like to hea r ideas on
how we might manage it and-how
we 'M:>uld establish some sort of
criteria for hanging signs ~ize,
length , color. etc.)," he said.
Although Cranley feels that
"nothing real has been accomplished in terms of getting the signs
back in the atrium,' he is enthusiastic about the meeting and looks
forward to the open forum where
theexchanceof ideas can take place
freely.
Salmi was also encouraged by
the continued effort to work together with the student lxx:ly. "I
hope that people will have a chance _
to air their concerns. I hope that
people will have a chance to discuss as a group. different ways tO
publicizeeventsoncampus,"Salmi
said
"I'm not just having this meetin as window dressing. l want tO:.
- h a~e ·:f forum where everyone'
comes and has a voice," Salmi said_
Sa lm1 also does not want to exclude the faculty and the staff at
john Carroll from this meeting. "I
really would like the faculty and
staff to feel like they are a part of
this as well," Salmi said.
Tuesday's Student Union meetingoffered more st rong sta tements
concernmg the decision and those
affected by it. Chief Justice Billy
Glunz urged the student lxx:ly to
become more involved in the debate "We as a student body need to
take a more active role in getting it
(the sign approval) back," he said.
Salm1 sa1d however, that no students have approached him with
anyconcernsorcommentsregarding the decision.

Fisher

the homecom.ing court and dance,
and the I-chts a re P~~pannght~
pep rally and the hal ume s 0 ·
At half~ume, the band a~d dance
team wtll perfor m, and t e queen
_
d
wil:bepresente?.
We are lookmg forwar to an
other memorable ~nd s uccess~ul
homecommgju5t hke those :-eve
had over the past 35 years, sa1d
!XY prestdent, Paul jordan.

University reviews policy
on Racial Harassment

opposing sides agree to call for student input
News Editor

The Carroll News, September 15, 1994

Pamphlet offers Carroll tips for dealing with ~rassmem
A new book on policies and
procedures adqressing racial
harrassment at John Carroll
University has been recently
released in what would seem to
be an administrative attempt to
avert some of the tension that
emerged last year.
The pamphlet, which can be
attained at the Office for
Multicultural Affairs, is based the
policy that "racial harassment is
any conduct that, by reference to
race color, or national origin,
intemionallyorrecklesslyabuses,
mocks, or disparages a person or
persons so as to affect their
educational performance or
working environment at john
Carroll University."
If a person feels they have been
subjected any harrassmentof this
kind, they are now able to fi II out
a special report, which can be
obtained at the Dean of Students
Office, theStudentServiceCenter,
or the University Counseling
1,Services.
Once filled out properly, a
person ca n submit it to Dr.
Verghese Chirayath, director of
the iNternational Studies
Program and the Racial
HarrassmentOm budsperson. He
can bereachedatelther397-4183
or 397-4564. The complaintee
and Chirayath both sign the
report and file it. The alleged
guilty party will then discuss the
matter with Chirayath, who, at
that point, can request a written
response from the supposed

offender.
After hearing both parties
involved,Chirayath,an Associate
professor of John Carroll
Sociology
University's
department, ~hen makes a
decision on how the matter will
be handled in the future, via
counseling or law. Or, he may
determine the cliam lacks
validity.
Regardless of the validity of
the claim, a "confidential copy"
of the fil.ed reports will be kept
byChirayath for£ uturereferences
should there be any more
occurences of harassment.
If satisfaction is not achieved
through these events, the
unhappy person(s) may contact
Chirayath within ten days to tell
him. Here, the Racial Harassment
Hearing Board comes into the
situation.
The Hearing Board will be
composed of people from "the
FacultyServiceCommittee,Staff
~rv\(:e Qlmmittee, Uni~rsity
Hearing Board, am:l a pool of
administratorsdesignated by the
Academic Vice President. The
composition of the Board will
vary as a function of the
University constituencie~ of the
complainant and respondent."

Continued from page 1
tough certain punishment," he said.
His long-term policies include
several operating programs that try
to deter crimes in the living rooms
and classrooms of America, before
they can becommitted,rather than
penalizing offenders against laws
already violated. Fisher pointed
outthat twosuccessfuleducational
programs have emerged from
collaboration of police and school
principals in the Ohio Safe Schools
The Drug Abuse
Summit.
Resistance Program, or DARE, is a
comphrensive, 17 week seminar
taught by uniformed police officers
in elementary schools. This
program has a dual purpose;
besides drug education, children
also learn to perso-nally relate to

Kristin CUrtin
Staff Reporter
If you couldn't find a parking
spot Wednesday, that's because by
the afternoon, the lot was full,
according to F[ Richard P. Salmi
S.j., vice president of Student
Affairs.
Parking seems to be a problem
all the time on campus; however,
with the addition to the library and
the new communications center it
is even more of a problem.
are
there
p,resent
At
"approximately 1500 parking
spaces on campus," Salmi said.
With current expansion:; of the
Grasselli Library, 109 spaces have

4:00 TO 9:00PM

fJf7J CEDAR RD. CLEVELAND HTS. 932-6999

C~anley
Cont~ed from

page 1

\lk are doing this as a servia.
Our prices will be half of
Arabica's_ But I don't think the
success of the coffee shop m the
first yur should be determined
by the coffee sales,' said Cranley.
"I'm hopeful the Student
Unioncanget more useoutof the
place than in the past, and
establish an alternanve to going
off campustodosomething,'said
Salmi.
'Most importantly, we want
to create an a rmosphere students
want to be in,' said Cranley.
The new coffee shop would be
entire! ystudentrun Cranley feels
thatthemoneyspent by students
will go back to students through
better services and cheaper
events,suchasChristmasFormal.
Cranley reaffirmed the fact that
because the coffee shop would be
student run , the prices would be

cheaper than Arab1ca and other
coffee shops near campus.
Along with the proposed
renovation is a video rental store
in the old game room. Cranley
feels that because it will be
entirdy run by volunteers from
the Student Union, students will
beable-to~nt videos at a cheaper
price because no wage costs are
involved. "It will also be more
convenient than going mto town
to get a video," he sa 1d
The video rental store will also
be used woffsetsomeof the stanup costs that would be mcurred
in the coffee shop.
Cranley hopes to provide
more "college films" that are
available in local stores, such as
"Animal House" and "TopGun."
_ "While the selection will not
be very extensive at first, because
of fmancing,obviously the more
rentals we have the more money
we will have to expand our inventory," Cranley sa1d

Center for Community Service, Student Union.
and Alumni Association
Present

The Third Annual Forum on Community Service

The previous information,
tncluding the quote, has been
provided by john Carroll's recent
pamphlet on "Policy and
Procedures on Addressing Racial
·
Harassment".

OUT OF WORK? DOWN ON YOUR LUCK?
NO FRIENDS? NO MONEY? SOMEONE RUN
OVER YOUR DOG? NOBODY RESPONDING
TO YOUR PERSONAL AD? OR JUST
LOOKING FOR SOMEPLACE TO HANG OUT?
THIS COULD BE THE TICKET SPARKY!!!
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An additiortalSOOreslricted (I p.m.
toclosing)permi ts were sold.There
are approximately 500 more parking permits than there are spaces.
According to Salmi, "we sell
more stickers than spaces because
not everyone is here at the same
time."
According to Carroll's Office of
Institutional Research, the total
number of studentsthisfallis4,358,
compared to 4 ,443a year ago.
Ihe "difficulty", according ro
Salmi, is that "we're pretty much at
capacity. Any specia I event might
bringusover. Wemaybeinadifferent situation when the weather is •
bad."

'ilt."-$Y l.Ait.t

Student Union President .JOOn Cranley sits in the Wolf and
Pot, 'Mlich will soon take on a whole new look.

Michael Brown

1

II

w1th children, hoping to make the
illegal ownersh1p and dealing of
guns a felony. The second isa rapidresponse child abuse SWAT team,
empowered to intervene in the most
severe child abuse cases. The thi rd
is the Missing Children's
Clearinghouse, which tracksdown
missing chi ldren . with computer
technology and counse ls both
victims and their families. Finally,
there is a division safeguarding
Ohio's child-care system.
But, Fisher warned , any
co mphrensive strategy for
community sa fety would be
successful only if the community
worked to make it happen.
He concluded, "I encourage you
all to keep conscious of public
service in your neighborhoods.
Only a committed community will
transform America." _

John Carroll University's

They are good for your eyes.

1 "Munchy 1 1-14" Large 1 2-14" Large 1

4:00 TO 7:30PM

been lost, "but we'll get some of
those back" said SalmL
Those spaces will be available
after construction is completed.
lnanattempt to help the parking
situa tion, a free shuttle service has
been reactivated. But the service is
not being utilized by students,
Salmi said.
"If it is not used more, it will
most probably be discontinued,"
said SalmL "I haven't heard why
(studentsare not using theshuttle).
I think they are finding places to
park."
Lastspringapproximately 1500
general permits were sold, allowing student to park 24-hoursa day.

Eat arrots.
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Patki;ng causes lots of concern

10¢.
WIMG$

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

law enforcement officers on a
human level. The summit also
devised a plan for non-violent
conflict resolution workshop for
c hildren in elementary school.
Fisher has created programs for
Ohio's streets, coordinating state
and local authonties in order to
meet his "greatest challenge,
"connectinggovernment to people's
everyday lives," he said. Operation
"Crackdown" is one example of
Fisher's programs, closing over 150
crackhousesanddrugdensinOhio.
Fisher's proudest achievement
fulfills his desire to protect the
children of his jurisdiction. This
program is the Child Protection
Office,an intense task force divided
into four sections, each assisting
children in periL The first pan of
the program anempts to regulate
posses.iion of'}!.uns in households
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Co-director
City Year
A national youth
corpsdemonstration
project.

MITE

E'VERY
TVE.S.
THVR.S

THE
EASTSIDE
MUSIC CLUB
Corner of Cedar & Taylor
Cleve. Hts.
24hr info line 321-4072

MU
THIS WEEK AT PEABODY'S CAFE'
THURS 9/15 PETE DROGE & GREENHOUSE 27 NIT
FRI 9/16 FAT TUESDAY & DOLLFACE
SAT 9/17 ODD GIRL OUT
SU~ 9/18 DELICATE BALANCE
MON 9/19 RENEGADE SAINTS BUDGET BREW Nl
TUES 9/20 10¢ WINGS MUG NJTE

Mr. Brown is the co-founder of Ctty Year, nationally
known youth corps program. City Year originated in
Boston, MA and has expanded to numerous cities across
the country. A City Year program will begin in Columbus Ohio this fall. Ayoutli corps program involves orga~ed teams of 16 to 24 year old youths in community
service projects.

Thursday, September 22, 1994
7:30- 9:30p.m.
SAC Conference Room- John Carroll University
Free and Open to the Public.
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Senate approves Homecoming package
Cherie Skoczen
staff Reporter

The Student Union Senate
unanimously approved the
FinanceCommittee'shomecoming
proposaltolowerthecostofbids
$10over last year's prices.
Homecoming co-chairpersons.
Anna Spangler and Keith Papa.
worked to lower the overall
expenses of the event. The cost of

security was lowered by $392, and
dmner expenses were lowered by
$3,000. As a result of the savings,
theexpensebudgetfordecorations
was increased $500.
"l'mreallypleasedthatwewere
able to lower the prices of the bids.
More students will beabletoanend
because it is more affordable for
them," Spangler satd.
"An Affair to Remember" is the

theme of Homecoming, which will
take place at Swingo'sattheStatler
on October 8.
Bidswdlgoonsaletoseniorson
September26,toseniorsandjuniors
onSeptember27,andtotheentire
srudenrbodythefollowingday. Bid
pncesare $35 with a student union
discountcardand$45withoutone.
Approximately 250 bids will be
available for sale. Spangler said

moreinformationon thesaleof bids
is forthcoming.
The SU, Residence Life, the
Alumni Association , and the
brotherhood of Iota Chi Upsilon
are each co ntributing to
Homecoming weekend . In a
cooperativeeffortwi th theAlumni
Association, SU Vice President,
Dennisj. Percy, is in charge of the
block party. Spanglerisorganizing

'Town Meeting· set to discuss signs
Kevin Bachman
Editor
There was little progress in the
ongoing debate over amum signs
although the Vice-President for
Student Affatrs and rhe Student
Union President did meet Tuesday
to exchange ideas.
No conclusion was reac hed at
the meeting because both the Rev.
Richard P. Salmi, S.j., and john
Cranley wanted to bring the matter before the entire student body
in an effort to hear everyone who
wan ted to speak on the issue.
"We both agreed it would be
much bener to have a "rown meet- ,
ing"andgeteveryone'sinput,rather
than reachingsomesortof decision
behind closed doors without hearing everyong who wanted tO expressan opinion or offer ideas about
the matter,'Cranley said.
News

There will be an open-forum
"town meeung" on Wednesday in
the SAC conference room from 5-6
p.m. The forum will consist of a
panel of speakers. Cra nley and
Salmi will be joined by John R.
Thorne, Ed itor- in -Chief of The
Carroll News, and Lisa Heckman,
director of Student Activities. The
forum will be moderated by a
faculty member and lecterns will
beset up to hear student and faculty
comments on the issue.
Salmi hopes that because the
meeting is in the early evening,
more people will be able to attend
because students will be around
for dinner, and so me fac ulty and
staff mem hers will not have left
campus yet.
Salmi hopes that out of the
meetmg wi 11 emerge some positive
comments about alternative ideas

Homecoming 1994
Friday October 7, 1994

4 P.M. Women's Soccer
JCU vs. M arJe a - Wa~mer Field

.'

6:30 P.M. Homecoming Pep Rally
Recplex-Atrlum steps
7:30 P.M. Hall of Fame Dinner
Blue-Gold Club will honor 5 Inductees for 1994
New Conference Room

Saturday October 8, 1994
11:00 A.M. Homecoming Block Party
Belvoir Boulevard
Noon
Resident Hall and Booth Decoration Judging
First and second place prizes will be awarded for
the best In each category.
2:00 P.M. JCU vs. Heidelberg -

Wasmer Field

6:30 Student Union/IXY Homecoming Dance
Swlngo's - Playhouse Square
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to publicize events, as well as ideas
about hanging signs as well.
"1 would hope (the meeting)
would offer up some ideas beyond
just hanging signs in the atrium.
But if we were to go back (to hanging signs), l'd like to hear ideas on
how we might manage it and-how
we y,vu ld establish some sort of
criteria for hangi ng signs "ize,
length, color. etc.)," he said.
Although Cranley feels that
"nothing real has been accomplished in terrnsof gettingthesigns
back in the atrium," he is enthusiastic about the meeting and looks
forward to the open forum where
theexchanceof ideascan take place
freely.
Sa lmi was also encouraged by
the conti n ucd effort to y,vrk together with the student body. "I
hope that people will have a chance .
to ai r their concerns. I hope that
people will have a chance to discuss as a group, different ways to
pub! icizeeven tson cam pus," Sal m 1
said.
"l'm not just having this meeting as window dressing. l want tl>_
- ha <'e :r fo r urn where ever)'one ·
comes and has a voice," Salm i said.
Salmi also does not want to exclude the faculty and the staff at
john Carroll from this meeting. "I
really would like the faculty and
staff to feel like they are a part of
this as well," Salmi sa id.
Tuesday's Student Union meetingoffered morestrongstatements
concerning the decision and those
affected by it Chief Justice Billy
Glunz urged the student body to
become more involved in the debate. "We as a student bod y need to
take a more active role in getting it
(the sign approval) back," he said.
Salmi said however, that no students have approached him with
anyconcernsorcomments regarding the decision.

Fisher

the homecom.ing court and dance,
and the 1-chts are P~~~nngh t~
pep rally and the hal nme s 0 ·
At half~ttme, the band a~d dance
team wtll perform, and t e queen
_
wil!bepresented.
We are lookmg forward to an
other memorable and success:ul
homecomtngjuSt hke those :'eve
had over the past 35 yea rs, satd
IXY prestdent, Paul jordan.

University reviews policy
on Racial Harassment

opposing sides agree to call for student input

Pamphlet offers Carroll tips for dealing with harassment
A new book on policies and
procedures adqressing racial
harrassment at john Carroll
University has been recently
released in what would seem to
be an administrative attempt to
avert some of the tension that
emerged last year.
The pamphlet, which can be
attained at the Office for
Multicultural Affairs, is based the
policy that "racial harassmem is
any conduct that, by reference to
race color, or national origin,
intentionallyorrecklesslyabuses,
mocks, or disparages a person or
persons so as to affect their
educational performance or
working environment at john
Carroll University."
If a person feels they have been
subjected any harrassmentof this
kind, they are now able to fill out
a special report, which can be
obtained at the Dean of Students
Office,theStudentServiceCenter,
or the University Counseling
I; Services.
Once filled our properly, a
'
person can submit it to Dr.
Verghese Chirayath, director of
the iNternational Studies
Program and the Racial
Harrassment Om buds person. He
can bereachedateither 397-4183
or 397-4564. The complaintee
and Chirayath both sign the
report and file it. The alleged
guilty parry will then discuss the
matter with Chirayath, who, at
that point, can request a written
response from the supposed

offender.
After hearing both parties
involved,Chirayath,anAssociate
professor of John Carroll
Sociology
University's
department, then makes a
decision on how the matter will
be handled in the future, via
counseling or law: Or, he may
determine the cliam lacks
validity.
Regardless of the validity of
the claim, a "confidential copy•
of the filed reports will be kept
byChirayath lorfuturereferences
should there be any more
occurences of harassment.
If satisfaction is not achieved
through these events, the
unhappy person(s) may contact
Chirayath within ten days to tell
him. Here, the Racial Harassment
Hearing Board comes into the
situation.
The Hearing Board will be
composed of people from "the
FacultyServiceCommittee,Staff

4:00 TO 9:00PM

Continued from page 1
tough cenai n punishment," he said.
His long-term policies include
severa 1operating programs that try
to deter crimes in the living rooms
and classrooms of America, before
they can be committed, rather than
penalizing offenders against laws
already violated. Fisher pointed
out that twosuccessful educational
programs have emerged from
collaboration of police and school
pnncipals in the Ohio Safe Schools
The Drug Abuse
Summit.
Resistance Program, or DARE, is a
comphrensive, 17 week seminar
taught by uniformed police officers
in elementary schools. This
program has a dual purpose;
besides drug education, children
also learn to pe.rsonaily relate to

law enforcement officers on a
human level. The summit also
devised a plan for non-violent
conflict resolution workshop for
childre11 in elementary school.
Fisher has created programs for
Ohio's streets, coordinating state
and local authorities in order to
meet his "greatest challenge,
"connect inggovern ment to people's
everyday lives," he said. Operation
"Crackdown" is one example of
Fisher's programs, closing over 150
crackhousesand d rugdensi n Ohio.
Fisher's proudest achievement
fulfills his desire to protect the
children of his jurisdiction. This
program is the Child Protection
Office,an intense task force divided
into four sections, each assisting
child~en in peril. The first part of
the program attempts to regulate
possesiion ~uns in households

3

wtth children, hoping to make the
illegal ownership and dealing of
guns a felony. The second isa rapidresponse child abuse SWAT team,
empoweredtomterveneinthemost
severechildabusecases. The thtrd
is the Missing Children's
Cleannghouse, which tracksdown
missing children . with computer
technology and counsels both
victims and their families. Finally,
there is a divisiOn safeguarding
Ohio's child-care system.
But, Fisher warned, any
com ph rensi ve strategy for
community safety would be
successful only if the community
worked to make it happen.
He concluded, "I encourage you
all to keep conscious of public
service in your neighborhoods.
Onlyacommittedcommunitywill
transform America." _

Pat.king causes lots of concern
Kristin CUrtin
Staff Reporter
If you couldn't find a parking
spot Wednesday, that's becaw;e by
the afternoon, the lot was full,
according to Fr. Richard P Salmi
S.j., vice president of Student
Affairs.
Parking seems to be a problem
all the time on campus; however,
with the addition to the library and
the new communications center it
is even more of a problem.
are
there
present
At
"a pproximately 1500 parking
spaces on campus," Salmi said.
With current expansions of the
Grasselli Library, 109 spaces have

been lost, "but we'll get some of
those back" said Salmi.
Those spaces will be available
after construction is completed.
l nan attempt to he! p the parking
situation, a free shuttle service has
been reactivated. But the service is
not being utilized by students,
Salmi said.
"If it is not used more, it will
most probably be discontinued,"
said Salmi. "I haven't heard why
(students are not usingtheshuttle).
l think they are finding places to
park."
Lastspringapproximately 1500
general permits were sold, allowing student to park 24-hoursa day.

Eat Carrots.

rv\Ce~ ~I!J.mittee, Upi~rsity

Hearing l3oard , and a f'OOI of
ad ministratorsdesignated by the
Academic Vice President. The
composition of the Board wdl
vary as a function of the
University constituenciC)l of the
complainant and respondent."

AnadditionalSOO res~:ricted (1 p.m.
toclosi ng)permits were sold. There
are approximately 500 more parking permits than there are spaces.
According to Salmi, "we sell
more stickers than spaces because
not everyone is here at the same
time."
According to Carroll's Office of
Institutional Research, the tOtal
number of studentsthisfallis4,358,
compared to 4,443 a year ago.
The "difficulty", according to
Sal m i, is that "we're pretty much at
capacity. Any special event might
bring us over. We may be ina d ifferent situation when the weather is '
bad."

Stt.~y

lcr.cr

Student Union President ..loAn Cranley sits in the Wolf and
Pot, which will soon take on a whole new look.

C~anley
Contfnu«lci from

page 1

\lk are doing this a5 a service.
Our pr ices will be half of
Arabica's. But I don't think the
success of the coffee shop in the
first year should be determined
by the coffee sales; said Cranley.
"I'm hopeful the Student
Union can get moreuseoutof the
place than m the past, and
establish an alternative to going
off campus todosomething," said
Salmi.
'Most importantly, we want
tocrea te an atmosphere students
want to be in," said Cranley.
The new coffee shop would be
entire! y student run.Cranley feels
that the money spent by students
will go back to students through
better services and cheaper
events,suchasChristmasFormaL
Cranley reaffirmed the fact that
because thecoffeeshopwould be
student run, the prices would be

cheaper than Arabica and other
corfee shops near campus.
Along with the proposed
renova.tiofl is a v!deo renta 1store
the old game room. Cranley
feels that because It will be
emirdy run by volunteers from
the Student Union, students will
beabktorent videos at a cheaper
price because no wage costs are
involved. "It will also be more
convenient than gomg mto town
to get a video," he said.
The v tdeoremal store will also
be used to off set some oft hesta rtup costs that y,ould be incurred
in the coffee shop.
Cra nley hopes to provide
more "college ftlms " tha t are
available in local stores, such as
"Animal House" and "Top Gun."
. "While the selection will not
be very extensive at first, because
of financing, obv tousl y the more
rentals we have the more money
we will have tO expand our inventory," Cranley said.

in

John Carroll University's

They are gcxxl for your eyes.

Center for Community Service, Student Union,
and Alumni Association
Present

The Third Annual Forum on Community Service

The previous information,
including the quote, has been
provided by John Carmll's recent
pamphlet on "Po licy and
Procedures on Addressing Racial
•
Harassment".

Michael Brown
OUT OF WORK? DOWN ON YOUR LUCK?
NO FRIENDS? NO MONEY? SOMEONE RUN
OVER YOUR DOG? NOBODY RESPONDING
TO YOUR PERSONAL AD? OR JUST
LOOKING FOR SOMEPLACE TO HANG OUT?
THIS COULD BE THE TICKET SPARKY!!!

14404 Cedar Road 691-1982
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1 2-14" Large
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Pizza
I
$13.95
I
I
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I

1 1-14" Large
I One Topping
Pizza
I
$6.50
I
I
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I

1 "Munchy
I Control"
I 1 Cheesesticks
I 1 Breadsticks
I 2 Cans of Coke
1
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Co-director
City Year
A national youth
corpsdemonstration
project.

EVERY

THE
EASTSIDE
MUSIC CLUB
Corner of Cedar & Taylor
Cleve. Hts.
24hr info line 321-4072

THIS WEEK AT PEABODY'S CAFE'

MU

THURS 911 S PETE DROGE & GREENHOUSE 27 Nl
FRI 9/16 FAT TUESDAY & DOLLFACE
SAT 9/17 ODD GIRL OUT
SUN 9/1 8 DELICATE BALANCE
MON 9/19 RENEGADE SAINTS BUDGET BREW NIT
TUES 9/20 1~ WINGS MUG NITE

Mr. Brown is the co-founder of Cl.ty Year, nationally
known youth corps program. City Year originated in
Boston, MA and has expanded to numerous cities across
the country. A City Year program will begin in Columbus Ohio this fall. A youtli. corps pro~ram involves organ~ed teams of 16 to 24 year old youths in community
service projects.

Thursdayt September 22t 1994
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

SAC Conference Room - John Carroll University
Free and Open to the Public.
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Other than OJ•••

Arabica flavors Fairmount

Real world events of the summer were
trampled by Hollywood Drama

New coffee house offers alternative to bars
Stacy Dyrlund _ __
Staff Reporter
Just as thejoh n Carroll Umversitycampus has the addition of the
O'Mally Center, Fairmount Circle,
JCU students' cure-for-all, wel comes the newest collegiate trend,
Arab1ca Coffee House.
"With peoplestartingroget tired
of rhedrinkmgscene,coffee houses
are a great alternative to the bars,"
said Arabica General Manager Gus
Gatanas
Arabica, which opened on September 6, is the most recent addition to the Arabica franchise and is
located nght 1njohn Carroll's own
front yard.
Fresh flowers on each table, and
soft background music go well
with a cup of Cafe Mocha,which is
on the ropof the Arabica best seller
list. Arabica provides a laid-back
atmosphere perfect for everything
fromsrudyingtorelaxingor hang-

ing out With friends,said Gatanas
Even 1f you're not a huge coffee
fan,A rab1ca hassometh mg to offer.
In addition to havmgevery kmd of
coffee, cappachi no and expresso,
Arabica offers vanous teas, fresh Iy
baked pastriesandcakes,andsoup
and light lunches, perfect for study
break snacks.
Arab1ca has a great reputation
for supporting the schools in the
area, Gatanassa1d. Whether or not
you visit the new coffee house with
fnends, you are more than likely to
see a few once you get there.
"Ninety-m nepoint nine percent
of our employees are john Carroll
students," said Gatanas.
If you're lookmg for a more sophisticated place to go, Arabica's
draws a more matured inentel,sa id
Gatanas.
"During the day we get a lot of
business people, but once classes
start, it is mostly college students
in here," responded Gantanas.

rhe Arab1ca Coffee House
chain, wh1ch first opened in 1976
by Carl jones, has since branched
our rhrough Ohio imo ten different
locations. The closest stores are in
Shaker Heights, Coventry, Lakewood, Hudson, and Parmas
Heights, Gatanas said.
This coffee house sells much
more than just beverages and light
snacks, Gatanas said. Arabica
appearal, such as sweatshirts and
hats,coffee mugs,retailcoffee beans
and one cup coffee makers are displayed throughout thesroreandare
available for sale. Gantas said that
in the future Arabica will join with
john Carroll to create sporty T·
shirts and sweatshirts combining
both names and logos.
Arabi ca's hours accomadate
even students with the most hectic
of schedules,Gatanassaid. Thecofjohn R Thorn~
fee housedoorsopendailyat 7 a.m.,
anddonotcloseuntilll p.mon week- Devin McCrate, a junior at Carroll, works off some steam partnights, and midnight on weekends. time at Arabica,- the newest store in Fairmont Circle.

John Carroll's School of Business welcomes Jesuit to faculty
Kell Dick
Staff Reporter

Mark Bandsuch,Sj., the only jesuit in the
School of Business, is new to Carroll this year,
but not new to the college scene.
Being backonacollegecampus, fhis time
madifferentcapaCJty,hasshed new light on
Bandsuch's view of student hfe.
"Jwould hope that the young people realIze how spec1althis time is_.all the opportunities and blessings,"Bandsuch said. "Be able
to seize that."
cp L aell.~ l3usi n ss Law and Le.
, Ba
gal En · 001~ t~ Qi;Bus1rw.o;.,
and Business Ethics in the Department of
Philosophy.
He is assigned to Carroll for a three-year
period as part of the formation process of
becoming a jesuit priest.
Bandsuch grew up m Rocky River, on the
west side of Cleveland, and graduated from
St IgnatiusHighSchool.Aithoughthecallto
religious life did not come until later, he felt
that several of his high school teachers and
coaches were inspirations to him.
"They were lay people who led Christcentered lives," he said.
Bandsuch earned a bachelor's degree in
accountancy from Miami University of Ohio

he realized that he was being asked to live
with God in a special way, he said.
For Bandsuch, this meant joining the Society of jesus.
"Since l was a kid, my relationship with God was pretty
significant in my life," said
Bandsuch, who worked to become"successful by the world's
sta nd ards," while remaining
committed to his faith.
Bandsuch worked at soup
kitchens and other volunteer
;-vhi,le;erac,tl:ci_ng 1~.':"· ~.~;~t ..
i:lidn't seem to be enough,
he said.
"1 felt that jesus was asking
me to be a companion,"
Bandsuch said.
He studied philosophy, as
part oft hefor mat ion process to
becomeajesuit priest, at Loyola
Sctssy Zde r
Mark Band such, SJ.
University in Chicago, and
was then assigned to teach at
portunity roserveorhers,a long with the ben- john Carroll.
After complering.his time at JCU,
efits of financial security.
Bandsuch practiced law at Rhoa, Follen Bandsuch will have three years of theologi&: Rawlin in Cleveland, specializing in in- cal studies before he can be ordained as a
surance defense litigation, unrill990, when jesuit priesr.Bandsuch's membership in the

in 1984, and a law degree from Cleveland
Marshall College of Law in 1987. For him,
law offered the best of two worlds - the op-

Life"s too short.

Society of jesus has taught him a great deal,
both personally and professionally.
"My relationship with jesus is my center
and has to integrate into everyt hing 1do," he
said. "lf it doesn't, lam out of focus." ,
True rothejesuittraditionof community
service, Band such said that he hopes to do
volunteer work in the legal field part-time,
possibly refugee work or inner-city service.
Whether or not he returns to practicing
law or continues teaching depends on the
needs of the Church and of the jesuit com..
!11~f!) ~y~a t t~e~i!E~of his<mlinatil;>I?-: :
"1try to keep an open mind," he said. "I've
realized that people come from so many
background - which influence their perspectives."
Although he has only been reaching a
few weeks, Bandsuch seems to be enjoying
lifearjCU,and his experiences thus,far have
only served to confirm that he is making a
correct decision. Bandsuch appreciates the
jesuit way of life and values.
"1 enjoy rhejesuits,"Bandsuch said."l can
honestly say that almost every jesuit I've
mer and related to has confirmed my choice
of life. .. the values of education and service
based on how they,live their lives."

~~ DOMINO'S PIZZA
WELCOMES BACK JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
1982 WARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD

381-5555
I<

• 1<.

l l ,-, 11<.

Shampoo
& HairCut

$13

Professional
Resume Service

One tan- $6
Sixtans $25

Customized resume development by an
experienced employment professional
at an affordable cost

w1i:JJ
'lC::!A ::J.D.

September Special for Seniors: $35

3~1-9585
2263 Warrensville Road

Consultation and one-page resume
ph. 691-1726 -

Evenings and weekends
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BUSINEU U BOOMINCi • NOW HIRINCi DRIVER$
Serving University Heights. South Euclid & Beachwood

We now sell Buffalo Wings • 10 wings $3.99
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James Auricchlo
World View Editor

With dizzying ca r chases, dramatic courtroom scenes and gory
testimonies saturating the media
this summer, it was rough ro keep
up with what exactly happened to
the world.
What happened in Rwanda
might not have been ashighon the
list of prioritiesas,say,fmding that
nametagyouswore was on theshirt
you sweat through the last time
you asked (with all the conviction
of a person making four bucks an
hour),thosesix vital words,"Would
you like fries with that?"
Besides, when you do got a
chance to read a paper or when you
stopped to notice that Connie and
Dan are working together at CBS,
all that was covered was a white
Bronco in a car chase that looked
more like a parade.
Regardless , the world did
change.
Rwanda, Haiti and South Africa
played host to far more signifigant
events than 200 criminally
charged ex-football players with
an abusive past could possibly offer this glo'be.
In Rwanda, it was Huuu and
Tursi. The two tribes were planted
together into a "nation" long ago_
well nor that long ago when you
think about it- I mean Africa is
the birthplace of the human race.
Anyways when European powers,
attempting to civilize the "dark
continent," formed borders and nations, they laid the ground work for
the strife that has occurred since.
In an attempt ro gain control of the
government, an element of the
Huttu swept the country in mass
slaughter of their rival tribe who
had controlled the government.

The Tursi regamed control eventually, bur unrest continues. The
Huuu fear retribution despite the
Tuts1 promise that only the gui lty
will be brought to JUStice.
In Haiti a military coup in 1992
ousted the democratic goverment
of President Rev Jean-Bertrande
Aristide and supplanted an oligarchy of military leaders to power.
The US placed an embargo on the
Haitian side of the island but it
seems to have I ittle effect other than
increasing the suffering of those
already in trouble: the people. In
one big chain reaction the suffering people came to America in
boatloads. President Clinton welcomed them, then sent them back,
then welcomed them, then sent
them back.
South Africa elected a new
president in May by the name of
Nelson Mandela. As Saturday
Night Live's Kevin Nealon said,
"This breaks the usual mold of a
politician: Mandela went to jail
before getting elected."
Tribal and political strife has
rema ined relatively quiet despite
months of violence between the
Zulu and the African National
Congressleading up to the election.
Mexico elected a new president;
stolen plutonium was confiscated
in Germany;Michaeljordan hit his
first home run; McDonalds lost a
civil suit to a lady who claimed her
coffee was roo hot- for 2.8 million
dollars; Quebec draws closer and
closer to seperation every day and;
Thousands died in Rwanda and
Somalia and,oh yeah,Oj.spem his
birthday in jail (get used to it big
guy}
NicoleandRonaldspend their's
in a grave and no million dollar
attorney can change that.
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On the Homefront...
Buffalo/Western New
YorkCity teachers remain at an
impass on their contract demands. Although they threatened to strike last week, no action
has been taken as of yeL. Seven
teenagers were injured in a car
accident Friday night in
Lancaster. Police reports indicate
that there was no alcohol
involved,howeverrhedriver, who
was seriously injured, has been
charged with speeding and
reckless driving. The names of
the minors were nm released at
the time of printing.
ChicagolandMichael jordan scored 52
points as the "greatest sport fans
onearth"saidgoodbyetoChicago
Stadium in a chamy game sponsored by Scottie Pippen. The
United Center is ready for the start
of the new season.
PittsburghQuestions are all that remain
of flight 427which was en route
to West Palm Beach via Pittsburgh last week. Cockpit
recordings indlcatethattheptlot
did, in fact, realize he was in
troubleas he called for help before
the 737-300 dove head first into
an Alquippa hillside at 300 mph.
Eye witness accounts claim the
plane rolled over on its back before

hitting. Some offictals belteve that
activation of the plane's reverse
thrusters caused a loss of control
and sent it spinning. Rescue
workerson thescenecall it the most
gruesomeexperienceof their lives.
Said one paramedic, "There were
no faces, no bodies, just flesh and
body parts." 132 people died in that
crash. This is the fifth crash in five
years for USAir.
n-;.,-.,::--"";--:=
Detrolt/Michlg~a::.:

First Lady Michelle Engler, 36,
pregnant with triplets, was ordered
off the campaign trail for the remainder of her pregnancy.
Governer Engler is seeking his
second term.
Janesville, Wis.·
According to the predictions of
a Sioux medicme man in 1933, a
white Buffalo would come to
symbolize an era of reconciliation
among races. Last month such a
Buffalo was finally born. Floyd
Hand,anorher medicine man who
claims to have had similar visions,
told the Chicago Tribune, "The second coming of Christ is like thts;
that's what is happening." Mean·
while, theca If has become the biggest celebrity in janesville history
as more TV crews con verge on the
farm of Dave and Valerie Heider.
Healthcare refonn update:
Republican leader Sen. Robert

According to th e United
Nations Council on Population
Control: The United States
accounts for 5% of the global
population and 25% of its waste..

Wir' soun:c:s contribured

to

this artie It;.

NORTH RANDALL, OH
587-3130
7 AM - MIDNIGHT

If you have photography
experience and are
Interested in sharing it
with us, please stop by
and leave your name
with John R. Thorne,
Editor-in-Chief, in The
CNofflce.

7DAYSAWEEK
. Areas Largest Coin Laundry
. Large Capacity Washers
. Fully Attended Store
· Children's Play Area
· Free Coffee
·Two T.V.'s

C[he Senior Class Needs

•

We are in need of a
treasurer for the 1994/
1995 year,

Hawail
New Mexico
Nebraska
New York
Iowa
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New jersey
Maryland

(LOCATED IN THE NORTH RANDALL PLAZA)

is looking for comic artists and photographers.

~YC)Ul

Figured Facts:
- All butll states require convicted sex offenders to register
with local authorities Oregon,
Louis1anna and Washington go
so far as to allow police to notify
neighbors. The 12 states without
any such laws:

4552 WARRENSVILLE CENTER RD.

The Carroll New-s
If you are interesting in
being a comic artist for
The CN please submit five
samples of your work to
Brendan McKillip,
Graphics Editor, in the CN
office.

Dole is apparently ready to give
upon compromise in the health
caredebare. In remarks last week
Dole said he would, "Like to try,"
for limited healthcarereform this
yea[ Dole's fellow republicans
seem to prefer calling the whole
thing off, blammg the democrats
for not wntmgsound legislation.
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:
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Other than OJ•••

Arabica flavors Fairmount

Real world events of the summer were
trampled by Hollywood Drama

New coffee house offers alternative to bars
Stacy Dyrlu.!_ld
Staff Reporter

just as the john Carroll Universitycampus has the addition of the
O'Mally Center, Fairmount Circle,
jCU students' cure-for-all, welcomes the newest collegiate trend,
Arabica Coffee House.
"With peoplestarung to get tt red
of thedrinki ng scene, coffee houses
are a great alternattve to the bars,"
saidArabicaGeneral Manager Gus
Gatanas.
Arabica. which opened on September 6, is the most recent addition tor he Arabtca franchise and is
located nght mjohn Carroll'sown
frontyard.
Fresh flowersoneach table, and
soft background mustc go well
with acupof Cafe Mocha, which is
on the top of the Arabica best seller
list. Arabica provides a latd-back
atmosphere perfect for everything
fromstudyingtorelaxingor hang-

ingout wtth friends, said Gatanas
Even tf you're nor a huge coffee
fan,Arabtcahassomethmgtooffer
lnaddttlon tohavmgevery kind of
coffee, cappachtno and expresso,
Arabtca offers vanous teas, freshly
baked pastnesandcakes,andsoup
and hgh t I unches, perfect for study
break snacks.
Arabtca has a great reputation
for supporting the schools in the
area. Gatanassaid. Whether or not
you visit the new coffee house w1th
friends,youaremore than likely to
see a few once you get there.
"Ni nety-m ne point nine percent
of our employees are john Carroll
students," satd Gatanas.
lf you're lookmg for a more sophisticated place to go. Arabica's
draws a more matured inenrel,said
Gatanas.
"During the day we get a lot of
business people, but once classes
start, it is mostly college students
in here," responded Ganranas.

The Arabtca Coffee House
chain, whtch first opened in 1976
by Carl jones, has since branched
out rhrough Ohio imo ten different
Jocauons. The closest stores are in
Shaker Heights, Coventry, Lakewood, Hudson, and Parmas
Heights, Gatanas said.
Thts coffee house sells much
more than just beverages and hgb t
snacks, Gatanas said. Arabica
appearal, such as sweatshirts and
hats,coffee mugs. retai I coffee beans
and onecupcoffee makers are displayed throughoutthestoreandare
available for sale. Gantassaid that
in thefutureArabica will join with
john Carroll to create sporty Tshirts and sweatshirts combini ng
both names and logos.
Arabica's hours accomadate
even students with the most hectic
of schedules,Gatanassaid. The cofjohn R Thorne
fee housedoorsopendailyat 7 a.m.,
anddonotclose unti Lll p.mon week- Devin McCrate, a junior at Carroll, works off some steam partnights, and midnight on weekends. time at Arabica,- the newest store in Fairmont Circle.

John Carroll's School of Business welcomes Jesuit to faculty
Kelly Dick
Staff Reporter

Mark Bandsuch,Sj., the only jesuit in the
School ofBusiness,is new to Carroll this year,
but not new to the college scene.
Bemg backonacollegecampus, ~his time
madifferentcapacny,hasshed new hghton
Bandsuch's view of student ltfe.
"I would hope that the young people realize how special this ume is..all the opportunitiesand blessings: Bandsuch said. "Be able
to seize that."
, Ba~.\!cJl t acl cs ~usn ss Law and Le.ol:.Bus1~
gal En'£i 00186t.-M t
and Business Eth1cs tn the Department of
Philosophy.
He ts assigned to Carroll for a three-year
period as part of the formation process of
becomingajesuit priest.
Bandsuchgrewuptn RockyRtver,on the
west side of Cleveland, and graduated from
St. Ignatius High School. Although the call to
religious life did not come until later, he felt
that several of his high school teac hers and
coaches were msptrauons to him.
"They were lay people who led Christcentered lives," he said.
Bandsuch earned a bachelor's degree in
accountancy from Mtamt Umversityof Ohio

in 1984, and a law degree from Cleveland he realized that he was being asked to live
Marshall College of Law in 1987. For him , with God in a special way, he sa id.
For Bandsuch, this meant joining the Solaw offered the best of two worlds - the opciety of jesus.
"Since l was a kid, my relationship with God was pretty
significant in my life," said
Bandsuch, who worked to become "successful by the world's
standards," while remaining
committed to his faith.
Bandsuch worked at soup
ki chens an other vo unteer

Society of jesus has taught him a great deal,
both personally and professionally.
"My relationship with jesus is my center
and has to integrate into everything I do," he
said. "If it doesn't,! am out of focus." ,
True to thejesuit traditionof community
service, Band such said that he hopes to do
volunteer work in the legal field pan-time,
possibly refugee work or inner-c ity service.
Whether or nor he returns to practicing
law or continues teaching depends on the
needs of the Church and of the jesuit cornrhi,Jq~ract~I!lg J~~· ~.l;'t .. f!!~f!!~;:.at t~e ~il!le-of his orc!;inari£?n. ; .
Clidn't seem to be enough,
"l try to keep an open mina ," hesaid. "I ve
realized that people come from so many
he said.
"l felt that Jesus was asking background - which influence their perme to be a companion," spectives."
Bandsuch said.
Although he has only been teaching a
He studied philosophy, as few weeks, Bandsuch seems to be enjoying
part of the formation process to lifeatjCU,and his experiences thusfa r have
Loyola only served to confirm that he is making a
becomeajesuitpriest,at
Stosy Zckr
Mark Band such, SJ.
University in Chicago, and correct decision. Bandsuch appreciates the
was then assigned to teach at Jesuit way of life and values.
"I enjoy thejesuits," Bandsuch said. "lean
portunitytOserveothers,along with the ben- john Carroll.
JCU,
at
time
say that almost every jesuit I've
honestly
completing.his
After
efits of financial security.
Bandsuch practiced law at Rhoa, Follen Bandsuch will have three years of theologi- met and related to has confirmed my choice
&: Rawlin in Cleveland, specializing in in- cal studies before he ca n be ordained as a of life... the values of education and service
surance defense litigation, until 1990, when jesuit priest.Bandsuch's membership in the based on how they,live their lives."

Life"s too short.

ell
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WELCOMEJ BACK JOHN CARROLL
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Shampoo
& HairCut

$13
One tan- $6
Six tans- $25
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2263 Warrensville Rood

Professional
Resume Service

Serving University Heights, South Euclid & Beachwood
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Customized resume development by an
experienced employment professional
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Store Hours: Mon-Tues-Wed 4:00pm- 1:00am • Thurs I 1:00am- 1:00am
Fri-Sat 11 :OOam- 2:00am • Sunday 11 :OOam- 1:OOom

James Auricchio

The Tutsi regamed control eventually, but unrest conttnues. The
With dizzying car chases, dra- Huttu fear retribution desptte the
matic courtroom scenes and gory Tutst promise that only the guilty
testimonies saturating the media wtll be brought to JUStice
In Haiti a military coup in 1992
this summer, it was tough to keep
up with what exactly happened to ousted the democrattc goverment
of President Rev. jean-Bertrande
the world.
What happened in Rwanda Aristide and supplanted an oligarmight nor have been as high on the chy of milita ry leaders to power.
list of prioritiesas,say,finding that The US placed an embargo on the
nametagyousworewason theshirt Haitian side of the island but it
you sweat through the last time seems to have little effector her than
you asked (with all the conviction increasing the suffering of those
of a person making four bucks an already in trouble: the people. In
hour), thosesix vital words, "Would one big chain reaction the suffering people came to America in
you likefries with that?"
Besides, when you do got a boatloads. President Clinton welchancetoreadapaperorwhen you comed them, then sent them back,
stopped to notice that Connie and then welcomed them, then sent
Dan are working together at CBS, them back.
Sout h Africa elec ted a new
all that was covered was a white
Bronco in a car chase that looked president in May by the name of
Nelson Mandela. As Saturday
more like a parade.
Regardless, the world did Night Live's Kevin Nealon said,
"This breaks the usual mold of a
change.
Rwanda,Haiti and South Africa politician: Mandela went to jail
played host to far more signifigant before getting elected."
Tribal and political strife has
events than 200 criminally
charged ex-football players with remained relatively quiet despite
an abusive past could possibly of- months of violence between the
Zulu and the African National
fer this globe.
In Rwanda, it was Huttu and Congresslead ing up to the election.
Mexico elected a new president;
Tursi. The two tribes were planted
together into a "nation" long ago_ stolen plutonium was confiscated
well not tHat long ago when you inGermany,Michaeljordanhithis
think about it- I mean Africa is first horne run; McDonalds lost a
the birthplace of the human race. civil suit to a lady who claimed her
Anyways when European powers, coffee was too hot- for 2.8 million
attempting to civilize the "dark dollars; Quebec draws closer and
continent," formed borders and na- closer to seperation every day and;
tions, they laid the groundwork for Thousands died in Rwanda and
the strife that has occurred since. Somaliaand,oh~h,OJ.spemhis
!n an attempt to gain control of the birthday in jail (get used to it big
government, an element of the guy).
Nicole and Ronald spend their's
Huttu swept the country in mass
slaughter of their rival tribe who in a grave and no million dollar
had controlled the government. attorney can change that.

World View Editor
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On the Homefront...
Buffalo/Western New
York-

City teachers remain at an
impass on their contract demands. Although they threatened tosmke last week. no action
has been taken as of yeL. Seven
teenagers were injured in a car
accident Friday night in
Lancaster. Police reports indicate
that there was no alcohol
involved,howeverthedrtver,who
was seriously injured , has been
charged with speeding and
reckless driving. The names of
the minors were not released at
the time of priming.
Chlcagoland-

Michael jordan scored 52
points as the "greatest sport fans
onearth"saidgoodbyemChicago
Stadium in a charity game sponsored by Scottie Pippen. The
United Center is ready forthestart
of the new season.
Pittsburgh-

Questions are all that remain
of flight 427which was en route
to West Palm Beach via Pittsburgh last week. Cockpit
recordings indicate that the pilot
did, in fact, realize he was in
troubleashecalled for help before
the 737-300 dove head first into
an Alquippa hillsideat300 mph.
Eye witness accounts claim the
plane rolled over on its back before

hitting Someoffic1als believe that
activation of the plane's reverse
thrusters caused a loss of comrol
and sent it spinning Rescue
workerson thescenecalltt the most
gruescmeexperienceof their lives.
Said one paramedic, "There were
no faces, no bodies. JUSt flesh and
body parts."l32 people died m that
crash. This is thefif th crash in five
years for USAir.
n-c;--:,---,;--,=
Detrolt/Michlg~a:.:.;

First Lady Michelle Engler. 36,
pregnant with triplets, was ordered
off the campaign trail for the remainder of her pregnancy.
Governer Engler is seeking his
second term.
According to the predictionsof
a Sioux medicme man in 1933, a
white Buffalo would come to
symbolize an era of reconciliation
among races. Last month such a
Buffalo was finally born. Floyd
Hand,another med1cine man who
claims to have had similar VISions,
rold the Chicago Tribune, "The second coming of Christ is like thiS;
that's what is happening." Meanwhile, thecalfhasbecomerhebiggest celebrity in janesville history
as more TV crews con verge on the
farm of Dave and Valerie Heider.
Healthcare refonn update:
Republican leader Sen Robert

According to the United
Nations Council on Population
Control: The United States
accounts for 5% of the global
population and 25% of its waste.
Wirt sourres cotJtributed to
this article.

4552 WARRENSVILLE CENTER RD.
(LOCATED IN THE NORTH RANDALL PLAZA)

NORTH RANDALL, OH
587-3130
7 AM - MIDNIGHT
7DAYSAWEEK
· . Areas Largest Coin Laundry
. Large Capacity Washers
·Fully Attended Store
. Children's Play Area
· Free Coffee
·Two T.V.'s

Cfhe Senior Class Needs

• YCJUl •

up C/ln C1pplication in the
Student !Anion
Office C/lnd retiA rn it bfd
Sept. 21.

Hawaii
New Mexico
Nebraska
New York
lowa
North Carohna
Pennsylvania
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New jersey
Maryland

LA

If you have photography
experience and are
Interested in sharing it
with us, please stop by
and leave your name
with John R. Thorne,
Editor-in-Chief, in The
CNofflce.

We are in need of a
treasurer for the 1994/
1995 year,
CJf interested, pleC/lse pick-

__

A11 but l2 states requi re conVICted sex offenders to regtster
with local authorities. Oregon,
LoU!sianna and Washington go
so far as to allow police to notify
neighbors. The 12 states without
any such laws:

Janesville, Wis.-

Is looking for comic artists and photographers.

being a comic artist for
The CN please submit five
samples of your work to
Brendan McKillip,
Graphics Editor, in the CN
office.

Figured Facts:

JOHN CARROLL SPECIAL

The Carroll New-s
lf you are interesting in

Dole is apparently ready to gtve
upon compromise in the health
care debate. 1n remarks last week
Dole said he would, "Li ke to try."
for limited healthcarerefor m this
year. Dole's fellow republicans
seem to prefer calling the whole
thing off, blaming the democrats
for not wriu ngsound legislation.

~~FREE!~FREE!ofREEl

: DRY : DRY : DRY :
I

1

I

I

1When

:

You Wash : When You Wash : When You Wash:
:
With Us!
:
With Us!
:
With Us!

I
:
I One coupon Per Visit I One Coupon Per Visit
I Expires Sept. 30. 1994 I Expires Sept. 30, 1994

I
I
I On~ Coupon Per Visit :
I Exprres Sept. 30. 1994 ..1
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Green Day dishes out ·nookie'
Californian band sells out vulgar show
Derek Diaz
Editorial Board D1rector

The California band Green Day
returned to northeastern Ohio last
Saturday to a sellout crowd at
Blossom Mus1c Center in Akron.
True to their reputation, the
Berkeley trio gave a smashmg and
fairly vulgar performance.
Green Day took tOt he stage with
the rhythm-funk of "Welcome to
Paradise" from their latest release
"Dookie." Theaudiencecameto life
as lead singer Billie joe bounced in
h1s own f renz1ed ani marion. The
group followed "Welcome to
Paradise" with "Chump" another
track off of"Dookie." In addition tO

OON
The Original is the best........

COLLEGE J.D. Night
Accept no imitations........ Always a peifect 10.0
18 and over plus discount admission with your College J.D.

~c;

LIVE
BANDS

UVE

(~.~.,. BANDS
Featuring National
tl'!-.~.;j
Recording Artrists
...,

PLUS THE MENS BEST CHEST
AND LADIES HOT BOD CONTESTS

EUCUD AVENUE AT EAST 21.at STREET, DOWNTOWN
A.P'kJA'IfS f8 AN. ~VCR 'kiJ~.II 'lf~'IIR O~.P.PCQC J.:!IJ.

their current songs, Green Day section of Blossom Mus1c Center
played several tunes from the1r grabbed hunksof grassandcreated
the largest lawn
prev1ous releases,
since
fight
"39/Smooth" and
11
Loll a pa looza .
" Kerplunk."
\0,000
Some
Remarkably, the
people pelted
three
group's
eachotherforover
members managed
40 minutes with
to carry all of the
thousandsof tufts
artistic quality from
of grass, garbage,
their recordings imo
blankets, and
live
their
everything they
perf 0 r m a n c e.
could get their
Drummer Tre Cool
hands on.
and bassist Mike
W h e n
Dirnt turn out a
WMMS's jen mfer
sharp precision that
Wildeappealed to
the
drives
the crowd, "Hey,
flamboyant Green
why don't you lay
Day sound.
off the lawn stuff,"
Between
eS
C 0
numbers, Billie joe
crowd
the
sent
and
smirked
toyed with the
tufts of dirt in her
audience
direction.
merciless! y.
Billie joe
Of the bands
"OK, lets all get
opening up for for
naked," Billie joe
Green Day, which
said. "Really, this is
my challenge to all of you right included Deaf Children at Play,
now. Come on, why not? I'll rake Moist,a ndSam IAm, Deaf Children
my clothes off." In spite of that at Play gave the most surprising
persuasive speech however, no one andentertainingperformance. The
dread lock sporting, tuxedo-pantsgot naked.
their wearing band played a fast-paced
on
Commenting
performance at Woodstock '94, alternative grunge that wetted ~he
Billie joe said, "Oh to hell with that audience'sappetite. Their best song,
Woodstock trash. With all those about the story of OJ. Simpson, was
hippies, Woodstock is past Hippies called "Run, juice Run." The
hilarious lyrics state, "... Hes at the
suck."
The audience, a wild hodge- ten, at thefive,get in your car j uice
podge of flannel shirts and nose and drive!" The lead singer
rings, fueled the band's craziness. described the song as the 90's
Prior to the show, the boredom of version of jim mi Hendrix's "Hey,
waiting set in a nd the entire lawn Joe."

0K, let's all
get naked.
Really, this is

my challenge
to all of you
right nOW.

Come on, why
not? I'll take
my 1 th
off."

BICi
PICNIC

BROTHER/
SISTER

2 0 6 8 0 r-.lorth Parle Bcn...ale....,a.rd
l:Jni....,orsity :1-Ioight.s .. C>h.io 4 4 1 1 8

32:1..- 7 2 7 2

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3p.m.-7p.m. & Sat. l2p.m.-7p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds &: Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7p.m.-close
We offer em arra11 of sauces ana toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
'The menu also includes great salads. calzone. burgers. appetizers. chicken. veal.
eggplant. ana sandwiches. from the traditional to the creative.

'taste the difference !
W ITI IIN WALKING D ISTANCE OF CAMPUS

.

• Friday, September 16, 1994
• 4:30 to 6 p.m.
• Keller Commons, with music by
Carroll's own '1rrelevance"
• Followed by Rascal House trip
w it h transportation provided

TAKE $2.00 OFF ANY lARGE PIZZA WITH THIS AD.
-
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Yet anothe r event sponsored by your
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STUDENT UNION

THIS COUPON IS WORTH

$1.00 OFF
ANY WHOLE 15 SUB
11

50¢ OFF ANY HALF OF HOT SUB
3427 LEE RD.

EXPIRES OCT. 1

(CORNEll OF LEE A VAN AKEN)

751-4786

I~I*GRUMS
LEE RD.
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~~~M>ATH

CALL AHEAD FOR FASTER SERVICE
Not valid with any other promotion. Limit one per customer.

Save a
LIFE!
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an
organ
donor
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Late night at...
Adventures at the famous
Chuck's Diner on Lee Road
"O.'~H! here and no matter how you
~If¥~ always med when you leave,"

Meli s sa T!lk

John R. Thome
The Carroll News

It's 2 a.m. and you'vegot the munchies, where do you go?
because
It's got to be some place close to
hungry. Maybe the
barsjustclosedand
you don't feel like
going home yet.
Whatever the
reason, Chuck's
Diner on Lee Road
betweenEssexand
Cedar Roads is
open24hoursand
serves food to satisfy any craving.
john Carroll
University junior
Matt Lewis frequents Chuck's
because "it's better
than staring at the
wall at home, and
they have the bot-' John Carroll University j
tomlesscupof cof- Matt Lewis relaxes with a cup of
fee."
coffee to write some poetry.
For Lewis who
lives just down the street from the diner, Chuck's is a con veniem place to walk to for a great cup of coffee.
"I hang out here and write poetry," he said. "It's kinda like
an Inn-Between off campus- a commuter's Inn-Between."
Carroll students are not the only people you'll find passing the late night hours at Chuck's.
"I'm one of the night owls," said George Gallop of
Cleveland Heights. GallopwhosrartedcomingtotheChucks
Diner on Euclid Heights Blvd. for breakfast has been a custo mer of Chuck's for ten years.
As we moved from table to table chatting with the customers, they were more than willing to sha-re thei• storiesand perceptions of Chuck's. Sarah Cohen of Shaker Heights
goes to Kalamazoo College in Mighigan but has been hang-

""""''h~....

ire item on the
menu, Gallop
replied, "the
three-cheese
with
omlet
homefries. You
can stay away
from meat and
still get protein,
the
plus
homef ries are
excellent with
onions."
the
Like
other patrons,
was
Gallop
very complimemary of the
service and said,
"the food is here
bdore I get a
cigarette lit."
The staff recogtheir
nizes
regular customers, and
with humans
being creatures
of habit and all,
~n.

relax and getaway from the norm," Alves
n dream IS an illusion, Chuck's 1s an
ess:a~n~'b~ real than the hvmg the illUSIOn"
r old Ernest Trotter, of Cleveland Heights,
nterof Chuck's Dmera familiar place weekaf ter

Erne s t Trotter takes hi s us ua l place a th counter of Chuck's Diner.

:. preuy

much predict what they will order as the patron takes a seat. week. The sketch artist, dressed in a black three piece suit
According to Wanda Hager, a waitress at Chuck's, the with a polka dot tie, rna kes a stop at the Lee Road diner after
diner has been open on Lee Road catching a flick.
"I come here once a week, just about every Monday," TrOtsince 1988, but it wasn't umill992
that the late night haven went 24- ter said from the stool he calls his own. "I go to Cedar Lee, see
a nice movie and come down here to get something to eat"
hours.
While he waits for his veggie burger to arrive, Trotter
Thedineris"swamped between
2and 4in the morning," said Hager. finds time to catch up on some lost reading. As the atmoHager, who has worked third sphereatChuck's puts Trotter at ease, heal most loses himself
shift, as well as second and first,for in the moment.
"I like to read literature," he says while looking up from
5 and a half years, said nothing
surprises her when it comes to the the over-read copy of Hawthorne classics he pulled from his
bag.
cliental of Chuck's.
"I like all types of readings from all cultures."
"The reason I worked here so
Like clockwork, the sof tspoken literature critic, packs up
long is that everybody's different
and nobody's the same," she said. his belongings and heads out into the night. "I am going
home to listen to classical music and sketch," Trotter said as
"Most of them are the nicest people you'll ever meet."
Tracy Webb who has worked the graveyard shift for al- he walked through the worn picture glass door of the all
most two years said working at Chuck's is "fun in a way night diner.
because you meet
nice people and work
~
with nice people."
Webb attends South
High in the afternoons which enables
her to sleep in the
morning after laboring all night.
If you're not careful, you just might
learn a new game
while spending time
at Chucks. For instance, lan Griffith,
Matthew Alves,josh
Bodachi and Chris
Goggans can be
found playing the
latest fad in card
games, Magic- The
Gathering, on any
given evening. They
hang out at Chuck's
beca use,accordi ng to
l<'hnR 1"-lrn<
Griffith, "it looks dlfian Griffith, Matthew Alves and Chris Goggans enjoy plenty of coffee and a good game
ferent than home."
ofcqrds.

According to Cohen, 11there used to be
checkered racing stripe wallpaper on which
people would write messages in the white
squares. Every month, they would wash it
down and it started over again."
ing out at Chuck's fort he past six years,"since before I could
drive."
"It's a good place to think," she said, 'My plans ended early
so I came here. It's the other end of the bar spectrum scene."
Cohen talked about howshe'dseen fights start in the back
bathroom, but that Chuck's has mellowed out over the past
year or so, especially on the weeknights.
"You get to know the people on some level, and if I stay
here long enough l see someone I know or at least went to
high school with," she said.
For people like Gallop who are awake in the wee hours of
the morning. aside from a treck to Shaker Square or Dennys
on W1lson Mills, Chuck's is it The diner isabout3/4 the size
of the Wolf-and-Pot and decorated in a combination of dark
salmon, light pink and white.
Behind the counter, checkered cloth drapes hide dishes
and other supplies. The work counter is stacked with
premeasured coffee filters which coincide with the 'bottomless coffee cup" and mismatched utensils for each place
setting.
According to Cohen, "there used to be checkered racmg
stripe wallpaper on which people would write messages in
the white squares. hery month, they would wash it down
and it starred over again."
Granted, the people make Chuck's the interesung place
that it is, but lets rememberwhywego there in the first place,
to eat. Personally, we felt that the chocolate milkshakes
were incredible, but the other guests were partial to the
homef ries. Cohen said that she likes the "homef nes O'Bnen
with extra cheese and extra onion."

·-a--
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Green Day dishes out 'Dookie'
Californian band sells out vulgar show
Derek Diaz
Ed1torial Board D1rector
The Cali forma band Green Day
returned to northeastern Ohio last
Saturday to a sellout crowd at
Blossom Music Center in Akron.
True to their reputauon, the
Berkeley tno gave a smashing and
fairly vulgar performance.
Green Day took tothestage with
the rhythm-funk of "Welcome to
Paradise" from their latest release
"Dookie." Theaudiencecame to life
as lead singer Billie Joe bounced in
his own f renz1ed animauon. The
group followed "Welcome to
Paradise" with "Chump" another
track off of"Dookie." In addition to

OON
The Original is the best... .....

COLLEGE J.D. Night
Accept no imitations........ Always a perfect 10.0
18 and over plus discount admission with your College l.D.
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LIVE

BANDS

Featuring National
Recording Artrists
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EUCLID AVENUE AT EAST 21st STREET, DOWNTOWN

A.P'kiA'IfS 18 AN.

~'1/CA 'ki!J~.II 'lf~'IIR f!~.P.PCf/C ~~.

the1r c urrent songs, Green Day section of Blossom Mus1c Center
played several tunes from their grabbed hunksof grass and created
the largest lawn
previous releases,
since
fight
"39/S mooth" and
~~oK
Lollapalooza.
" Kerplunk ."
10,000
Some
Remarkably, the
people pelted
three
group's
each otherforover
members managed
40 minutes with
to carry all of the
thousands of tufts
artistic quality from
of grass, garbage,
their recordings into my
blankets, and
live
their
everything they
per f 0 r m a n c e .
could get their
Drummer Tre Cool
hands on.
and baSSISt Mike
W h e n
Dirnt turn out a
WMMS's jennifer
sharp precision that
Come
Wilde appealed to
the
drives
the crowd, "Hey,
Green
flamboyant
why don't you lay
Day sound.
off the lawn stuff,"
/
Between
eS
crowd
numbers, Bill1e Joe my C 0
the
sent
and
smirked
toyed with the
tufts of dirt in her
audience
direction.
mercilessly.
Billie joe
Of the bands .
"OK, let's all get
opening upforfor
naked ," Billie joe
Green Day, which
said. "Really, this is
my challenge to all of you right included Deaf Children at Play,
now. Come on, why notJ I'll take Moist,andSam lAm, Deaf Children
my clothes off." In spite of that at Play gave the most surprising
persuasive speech however, no one andentertainingperformance. The
dread lock sporting, tuxedo-pantsgot naked.
their wearing band played a fast-paced
on
Commenting
performance at Woodstock '94, alternative grunge that wetted ~he
BillieJoe said, "Oh to hell with that audience'sappetite. Their best song,
Woodstock trash. With all those about thestoryof OJ.Sim pson, was
hippies,Woodstockispast Hippies ca lled "Run, Juice Run." The
hilarious lyrics state, "...Hes at the
suck."
The audience, a wild hodge- ten, at the five, get in your car Juice
pxlge of flannel shirts and nose and drivel" The lead singer
rings, fueled the band's craziness. described the song as the 90's
Prior to the show, the boredom of version of Jimmi Hendrix's "Hey,

, let's all

get naked.
Really, this is
challenge
to all of you
right now.

on, why
not? I'll take
th
off.,

wa iting set in and the e ntire lawn

Joe."
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3.21-7.27.2

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3p.m.-7p.m. & Sat.l2p.m.-7p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7p.m.-close
We offer an array of sauces ana toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
'lhe menu also incluctes great sa/acts. ca/zone. burgers. appetizers. chicken. veal.
eggplant. a net sanctwiches. from the tractitional to the creative.

'taste the difference!
WITI liN WALKING O J TANCE OF CAMPUS

• Friday, September 16, 1994
• 4:30 to 6 p.m.
• Keller Commons, with music by
Carroll's own '1rrelevance"
• Followed by Rascal House trip
with transportation provided

. TAKE $2.00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA WITH THIS AD.
-

-~

-

-

-

-------

-~----------

I AKH )LJ I ONLY.
COUPON & Sl'fCIAL lXI'IIU S£PHMBfR 30. 1994.

THIS COUPON IS WORTH

$1.00 OFF
ANY WHOLE 15" SUB
50¢ OFF ANY HALF OF HOT SUB
3427 LEE RD.
(COllNEit OF LEI! A VANAKEN)

I§I*GRUMS
LEE RD.
-----' <

1~1~

EXPIRES OCT. 1

751-4786
CALL AHEAD FOR FASTER SERVICE
Not valid with any other promotion. Limit one per customer.

Yet another event sponsored by your

STUDENT UNION

Save a
LIFE!
Become
an
organ
donor
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Late night at...
Adventures at the famous
Chuck's Diner on Lee Road
Melissa T!lk
John R. Thome
The Carroll News

It's 2 a.m. and you've got the munchies, where do you go?
because
It's got to be some place close to cam
hungry. Maybe the
barsjustclosedand
you don't feel like
going home yet.
Whatever the
ite item on the
reason, Chuck's
menu, Gallop
Diner on Lee Road
between Essex and
replied , "the
Cedar Roads is
three-cheese
with
open 24 hours and
omlet
serves food to sathomefnes. You
isfy any craving.
can stay away
John Carroll
from meat and
University junior
still get protein,
Matt Lewis frethe
plus
homef ries are
quents Chuck's
excellent with
because "it's better
than staring at the
onions."
the
Like
wall at home, and
john R, Thorne
they have the bot-·
other patrons,
John Carroll University junior
was
Gallop
tomlesscupof cof- Matt Lewis relaxes with a cup of
complivery
fee."
coffee to write some poetry.
mentary of the
For Lewis who
lives just down the street from the diner, Chuck's is a conve- serviceandsaid,
"the food is here
nient place to walk to for a great cup of coffee.
"I hang out here and write poetry," he sa id. "It's kind a like before l get a
an Inn-Between off campus- a commuters Inn-Between." cigarette lit"
Carroll students are not the on Iy people you'll find pass- The staff recogtheir
nizes
ing the late night hours at Chuck's.
"I'm one of the night owls," said George Gallop of regular cusCleveland Heights. Gallopwhostarted comingtotheChuck's tomers, a nd
Diner on Euclid Heights Blvd. for breakfast has been a cus- with humans
being creatures
tomer of Chuck's for ten years.
As we moved from table to table chatting with the cus- ofhabitandall, Ernest Trotter takes his usual place at th counter of Chuck's Diner.
tomers, they were more than willing t-o sl\are their stmies ,can - -"preuy
and perceptions of Chuck's. Sarah Cohen of Shaker Heights much predict what they will order as the patron takes a seat week. The sketch artist, dressed in a black three piece suit
According to Wanda Hager, a waitress at Chuck's, the with a polkadot tie, makesastopat the Lee Road diner after
goes to Kalamazoo College in Migh igan but has been hangdiner has been open on Lee Road catchmg a flick.
"l come here once a week,just about every Monday," Trotsince 1988, but it wasn't untill992
that the late night haven went 2+ ter said from the stool he calls his own. "l go to Cedar Lee, see
11
a nice movie and come down here to get something to eat."
hours.
While he waits for his veggie burger to arrive, Trotter
The diner is "swamped between
2and 4in the morning," said Hager. finds time to catch up on 50 me lost reading. As the atmoHager, who has worked third sphereatChuck's puts Trotter at ease, healmost loses himself
shift, as well as second and first,for in the moment.
"!like to read literature," he says while looking up from
5 and a half years, sa id nothing
surprises her when it comes to the the over-read copy of Hawthorne classics he pulled from his
bag.
cliental of Chuck's.
"!like all types of readings from all cultures."
"The reason l worked here so
Like clockwork, the soft spoken literature critic, packs up
long is that everybody's different
and no body's the same," she said. his belongings and heads out into the night. "l am going
home to listen to classical music and sketch," Trotter said as
ing out at Chuck's fort he past six years,"since before l could "Most of them are the nicest people you'll ever meet."
Tracy Webb who has worked the graveyard shift for al- he walked through the worn picture glass door of the all
drive."
"It's a good place to think,' she said, "My plans ended early most two years said working at Chuck's is "fun in a way night diner.
so [came here. It's the other end of the bar spectrum scene.' because you meet
Cohen talked about how she'd seen fightsstart in the back nice people and work
bathroom, but that Chuck's has mellowed out over the past with nice people."
Webb attends South
year or so, especially on the weeknights.
"You get to know the people on some level, and if I stay High in the af terhere long enough l see someone I know or at least went to noons which enables
her to sleep 10 the
high school with," she said.
For people likeGallopwhoareawakein the wee hours of morning after laborthe morning. aside from a treck to Shaker Square or Denny's ing all night.
If you're not careon Wilson Mills,Chucks is it. The diner isabout3/4thesize
of the Wolf-and-Potanddecorated ina combination of dark ful, you just might
learn a new game
salmon, light pink and white.
Behind the counter, checkered cloth drapes hide dishes while spending time
and other supplies. The work counter is stacked with at Chuck's. For inpremeasured coffee filters which coincide with the 'bot- stance, Jan Griffith,
tomless coffee cup" and mismatched utensils for each place Matthew Alves,Josh
Bodachi and Chris
setting.
According to Cohen, "there used to be checkered racmg Goggans can be
stripe wallpaper on which people would write messages in found playing the
the white squares. Every month, they would wash it down latest fad in card
games, Magic- Thr
and it started over again."
Granted, the people make Chuck's the mterestmg place Gathering. on any
that it is, but let's remember why we got herem thef irst place, given evening. Thq
hang out at Chuck's
to eat. Personally, we felt that the chocolate milkshakes
were mcredible, but the other guests were partial to the because,according to
JdhO R l~rrk
homef ries. Cohen said that she likes the "homef nes O'Bnen Griffith, "it looks difJan Griffith, Matthew Alves and Chris Goggans enjoy plenty of coffee and a good game
ferent than home."
with extra cheese and extra onion."
of Cc;lrds.

--

According to Cohen, there used to be
checkered racing stripe wallpaper on which
people would write messages in the white
squares. Every month, they would wash it
down and it started over again."
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V-ball grabs second
Kristen Schneldler
---Staff Reporter
This past weekend was full of
bumps, sets, spikes and kills as the
john Carroll University's women's
volleyball team grabbed a second
place finish at the Elmhurst College Invitational.
TheL.adySrreaks,OhioAthletic
Conference winners the past two
seasons and currently the fifth
ranked team in the nation,contmued to play top-notch volleyball by
winning seven of their eight
matches in the tournament. The
Blue Streaks won all stx of their
matches in pool play, including a
straight set victory over 1993
NCAA tournament qualifier JllinoisBenedtcllne. Also m pool play,
the Streaks defeated McHenry
Community College, University of
Point,
Wisconsin-Stevens

Elmhurst, North Central and
Aquinas. In the semi-finals, jCU
defeated lllinots Wesleyan before
falling to Wisconsin-Oshkosh in
the final.
Ali-Amencan seniOr Stacey
Mullally, last week'sOAC Player of
the Week, led the Blue Streak attack, recordmg 104 kills, 52dtgs,IO
blocks and five service aces.
Against Illinois Benedictine,
Mullally nailed 12 of 13 kills for a
.923 attack percentage.
Others elevating the Lady
Streaks to their runner-up finish
weresophomore Katy Perrone who
registered 48 kills and 45 digs, and
senior co-captain Kathy Frick man
who recorded 31 kills, 58 digs, and
17 blocks. Frickman also had thts
tosayabout the team: "I think we're
going to be verycompemiveagain
this year. We've improved a lot due

Cynthia Molloy,ajuniaraCollege graduate has joined john
Carroll's volleyball and softball
coachingstaffs,asagraduateas·
sistant. Molloy, a [our-year varsity letterwinner at juniata was
an integral pan of her team's efforts in the NCAA Division Ul
tournament in 1993, helping
them reach the championship
game.
Track, cross country and soccer standout Danielle Sluga was
named to theGTECollege Divi·
sian Academic All-America AtLarge Team this past summer.
Sluga, a senior, has earoed All
Ohio Athletic Conference honors 17 times tn her three years at
john CarrolL
Sophomore Blue Streak first
baseman Kevin Fischer, whose
.376 battinga\leragewastopson
john Carroll'ssquad, was among
rhe nation's hardest hitters to
whiH last year. fist~e.r, who av-

Streaks drop pair in Bethany
Michael Homer
Staff Reporter
john Carroll University's men's
soccer team went into this
weekend's Bethany Tournament
looking for a boost into Ohio Athletic Conference play. However, the
team suffered losses to West Virginia Wesleyan (4-l) and Bethany
(3-0), scoring only one goal in the
two games.
The Streaks headed into the
tournament with a record of -l
and looked to build on what seemed
to be a stepping stone for conference play.
On Saturday, the Streaks faced
tough Division II opponent West
Virginia Wesleyan. They jumped
out to an early lead on a goal by
Chip
forward
freshman
Aschenbrener,w howasassistedby

sophomore mid fielder Adrian Del
Bussa.
Wesleyan answered with three
goals in the first half, one coming
onapenaltykick. Theyalsoadded
another goal in the second half,
sealing the victory.
"We played tough, but it's hard
to compete without a healthy
team ," said sophomore midfielder
Brady Brosnahan. "We need to get
it together for conference play."
Injuries to Del Busso (knee),
sophomore Scott Marshall (ankle),
junior john jurcevic (ankle), and
sophomore Matt Buyniak (ankle)
proved pivotal in the outcomes of
both games this weekend.
On Sunday, Carroll played
Bethany to a scoreless tie at halftime, but allowed three to go by in
the second half. Although the
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If you are an applicant who
qualifies and arc bet"oeen the ages of
18 and 27 by February I, 1995, never
¥
married and at least a six month
¥
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
¥
students are eligible, you could be
¥
Ohio's representative at the CBS-na¥
tionally televised Miss USA" Pag¥
cant• in February to compete for over
¥
$200,000 in cash and prizes. The
¥
Miss Ohio USA1w Pageant for 1995
¥
will be presented in the Grand Ball¥
room of the Columbus Marriott North
LISA AlLISON
¥
in Columbus, Ohio, November25, 26
MISS Ohio USAN
¥
and 27, 1994. The new Mi Ohio
USA 1w, along with her expense pa1d
¥
¥ trip to compete in the CIJS- nallonally televised M1ss USA Pageant, will
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If you'd like to
write or shoot
photos for the
Sports section of
The CN, please
contact Jeff
Walker or Jude
Killy at 397-4398.
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Michael Ziccardi

Staff Reporter
Youth dominates john Carroll
University's men's cross country
team with Head Coach Don
Stupka's squad returning only
seven lettermen from last season
Led by seniors Mike Lembach and
Jason Lehrer, this year's main focus
is on improvingandgainingexperience at each race.
"The basicobjectivefor the team
this season is to prepare for what
we consider the three main events,"
saidStupica. "All of the other meets
are bas1cally competitive practice
so we can evaluate our performances."
The three main events for the
crosscoun try team are the National
Catholic meet at Notre Dame College in three weeks; the All-Ohio
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meet, (consisting of every Ohio
school), whichcreatesa field of over
200athletes; the third crucial meet
of the year would be the Conference meet at the end of the season,
where the success of the entire season is measured by the results at
this one big race.
james Barbour, Dave Frattarz,
Max Kennedy, Devin McCrate,a nd
Brian Newcome are also returning
from last season with the hopes of
making grea t strides in their attempt to be competitive.
"This is not a sport where a runner can go day in and day out, it is
toomuchof achallengephystcally."
Stup1ka remarked.
This year's team plans on improvmg one day at a time with the
hopes of challenging for top spots
in the1r three mam competitions

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

&cALL BIRTHRIGHT
LAKEWOOD
228-5998

CLEVELAND
486-2800

PARMA
661-6400

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

BLUE STREAKS
FOOTBALL

Rehearsals- Mon. & Wed. 4-6 p.m.

Contact Dr. J. LanYe - music room

L-------------------~

This is senior split end Sean Williams from the perspective of an Ohio Wesleyan University
defender on one of his record -setting catches in the JCU's 45-14 route last Saturday.
Randolph G. Loeser

Staff Reporter
If there were any doubts that
Carroll's football team would be
able tO adjust to a wide open offense, split end Sean Williams put
them to rest as he broke two school
records to aid the team in a 45-14
victory over Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

versity this past Saturday.
With four touchdowns and 255
yards on eight total receptions,
Williams, the Ohio Athletic Conference Player of the Week, broke
Bob Fitzgerald's 36 year old record
of 179 yards set in 1968.
"Now that we're throwing the
ball, we will be a great contender in

the OAC this year," said the senior
who already has half of his total
yardage from last year. "We ran the
ball too much in the past, but the
attitude of the team and the offense
has changed for the better."
PJ. Insana, the other half of this
aeria !attack, threw fora career high
255 yards in less than three quar-

ters of the game.
"1 saw that they had single coverage and Sean just ran by the defender," Insana satd, "He proved
why he is the best receiver in the
OAC'
With the establishment of a
solid passing game, Head Coach
Tony DeCarlo would like tO get his
running backs more involved in
the attack as he looks again to Offensive Coordinator joe Perella to
balance the attack more with the
run.
"He has installed a new offense
that can explode for some points in
a hurry," said DeCarlo, who is 6-2 in
openers in his career at JCU. "But
much of what we were able to do
was because of our defense."
Despite being down early 7-3,

the hne and secondary held the
Student Princes to just 274 total
offense. Driving late in the second
quarter, the defense again came up
b1g as defenstve end Ryan Carter
ptcked off a Dan Hoover pass to
ramble22 yards for the score. It was
Carter's first career interception
and touchdown.
"The defense responded to some
rough situations," said DeCarlo,
whose defensive squad was on the
field for nearly 40 minutes. "They
kept us in the ball game."
They were led by noseguard
Matt Warnement, who recorded a
team htgh l9tackles;ChrisAnderson with 16 stops; and Greg Roman, who registered 12 tackles and
a sack.
With theirfirst vicwryof 1994,
the Blue Streaks begm conference
playagainstMarietta this Saturday
at 1:30 p.m. on Wasmer Field. Last
season, the Streaks squeezed out a
19-13 victory. Marietta is the only
team in theOhto Athletic Conference to have never beaten john
Carroll.
"Marietta won their first game,
so we know they will be ready,"
said DeCarlo. "They have some
tough, physical players and are
strong at the skill positions. They
have a strong runner in Curr
Weikan and their quarterback,
Aaron Conte, IS a kid we looked at
m htgh school. They have some talent"

11
• •
What do you think? How can events be publicized?
The Campus Community is invited and encouraged to attend

A TOWN MEETING
Sponsored by Student Affairs and the Student Union
Wednesday September 21, 1994
From 5 until 6 P.M.
The SAC Conference Room

--------------~===~(Personal attention made for schedule
conflicts)

This is Sean Williams from the
perspective of the average
Carrollite across the quad.

john Carroll's sophomore
tailback, Chad Rankin, who led
the Ohio Athletic Conference in
rushing in 1993 by gaining 1143
yards wassidelinedfrom tberunni!lg attack in CS~rroll's 45•14
drubbing of Ohio Wesleyan on
Saturday Rap.kin, a pre-season
All- Americanpick in Division II~
tnissed the action due to injury.

Men's X-Country take it
"one day at a time"
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Thewomen'ssoccertearosuffered consecutive. defeats in the
lasnveekatthehandsof Denison
5-o and Wittenberg 2-1, respectively:
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paign was led by by Brain Unk
(nimh place overall) and Matt
Glovna (12th avera 11) both rete! ving second-team All-America
honors. Steve Voinovich wasn't
far behind, tying for 18th overall
and receiving thJrd-team AllAmerica honors for his efforts.
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Streaks played well defensively,
they could not put the ball into the
back of the net.
Bethany scored their first goal
after a free kick turned into a
scramble in front of Carroll's goal.
The ball squeaked in as Bethany
took control of the lead. Later, they
scored on a penalty kick and another late goal to ice the victory.
"T hose were two games we
needed to win to make our presence known in the region." said
sophomore. midfielder Ryan
Caudill, who remained positive
despite the losses.
The Blue Streaks faced Case
Western Reserve at home on
Wednesday Sept. 14th before starting conference play on Saturday
Sept. 17th at Otterbein and retuning home for Heidel berg on the 21st.
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Williams explodes for 255 yards and four TO's to break two school records

Comingsoon-women'stennis
and cross country, and golf areTa$edonestrike-ou~per39p\a.te tlc!es, Plus. the season premier of
appearancesw.as thel6J:h rough- Streak of theWeek · ·
'
· ''
est batter to strike;:.OtJfiil Divi• '
The previous i!1forrnqtion ha&
~ion P baseball. ;,/? ,: ,

Men's soccer stays optimistic entering OAC play

SPORTS

Streaks dethrone the Student Princes 45-14

Sports Flashes

tO off-season workouts, and it
shows m the way we're playing."
After getting the season off to a
smashing start, Head Coach
Gretchen Wettbrecht believes there
IS, "a good blend of experienced
team members and underclassmen, and putting these two things
together helps make the whole
thing very positive." Weitbrecht IS
looking forward to the season. "The
focus this season is on strong defense, while also learning to play a
more varied offense."
This weekend, the Lady Streaks
travel tO Marietta College in defense
of their River City Classic.
junior co-captain Dawn
Ebinger best summed up the team's
feelings toward this weekend:
'We're all really looking forward to
the tOurnament at Marietta, because we all know we're ready."
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(in the Recplex)
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V-ball grabs second
Kristen Schneldler
Staff Reporter

This past weekend was full of
bumps, sets, spikes and kills as the
john Carroll Universny's women's
volleyball team grabbed a second
place finish at the Elmhurst College lnvitattonal.
TheLadyStreaks,Oh1oAthlwc
Conference winners the past two
seasons and currently the fifth
ranked team in the nation,contmued to play top-notch volleyball by
winning seven of their eight
matches tn the tournament. The
Blue Streaks won all stx of their
matches in pool play, including a
straight set victory over 1993
NCAA tournament qualifier Illinois Benedictine. Also in pool play,
the Streaks defeated McHenry
Community College, University of
Point,
Wisconsin -Stevens

Elmhurst, North Central and
Aquinas. In the semi-finals, JCU
defeated Illinois Wesleyan before
falling to WlSConsm -Oshkosh in
the final.
AII -Amencan seniOr Stacey
Mullally, last week'sOAC Player of
the Week, led the Blue Streak attack, recordtng 104 k!l ls,52 digs,IO
blocks and five service aces.
Against Illinois Benedictine,
Mullally nailed 12 of l3 kills for a
.923 attack percentage.
Others elevating the Lady
Streaks to their runner-up finish
were sophomore Katy Perrone who
registered 48 kills and 45digs,and
senior co-ca pta in Kathy Frickman
who recorded 31 k1lls, 58 digs, and
17 blocks. Frickman also had this
tosayabout the team: "I think we're
gomg to be verycompeutive again
this year. We've improved a lot due

Cynthia Molloy,ajuniata Col
lege graduate has joined john
Carrolls volleyball and sof rball
coachingstaffs,as a graduate assistant Molloy, a four-year varsity letterwmner at juniata was
an integral pan of her team's efforts in the NCAA Division lii
tournament in 1993, helping
them reach rhe champiortship
game.
Track, cross country and soccer standout Danielle Sluga was
named to the GTE College Division Academic All-Ameri.caAtLarge Team this past summer_
Sluga, a senior; h~ earned All
Oblo Athletic Conference honors 17 times in her three years at
john CarrolL
Sophomore Blue Streak first
baseman Kevin Fischer, whose
.376 b:ming average was tops on
John Carroll'ssquad, w~ among
the rutrlon's bardest hitters to
whlH la$t yeat. Fischer, ~ho<~-v
er.agedonestrike-outper39plate
appearanceswasthd6th rough.est batter to snike~oJ.n in Dlvi,; .;
sionitbaseball

Streaks drop pair in Bethany
Men's soccer stays optimistic entering OAC play
Michael Homer

sophomore mid fielder Adrian Del

Staff Reporter

Busso.

john Carroll University's men's
soccer team went into this
weekend's Bethany Tournament
looking for a boost into Ohio AthleticConferenceplay. However, the
team suffered losses to West Virginia Wesleyan (+l) and Bethany
(3-0), scoring only one goal in the
two games.
The Streaks headed into the
tournament with a record of 2-l
and looked robuildon whatseemed
to be a stepping stone for conference play.
On Saturday, the Streaks faced
tough Division ll opponent West
Virginia Wesleyan. They jumped
out to an early lead on a goal by
Chip
forward
freshman
Aschenbrener,whowasassistedby

Wesleyan answered with three
goals in the first half, one coming
on a penalty kick. Theyalsoadded
another goal in the second half,
sealing the victory.
"We played tough, but it's hard
to compete without a healthy
team," said sophomore mid fielder
Brady Brosnahan. "We need to get
it together (or conference play."
Injuries to Del Busso (knee),
sophomore Sqm Marshall(ankle),
junior john jurcevic (ankle), and
sophomore Matt Buyniak (ankle)
proved pivotal in the outcomes of
both games this weekend.
On Sunday, Carroll played
Bethany to a scoreless tie at halftime,butallowedthreetogobyin
the second half. Although the
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If you arc an applicant who
qualifies and are beto.>een the ages of
18and27byFcbruary1,1995,never
married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are elig1ble, you could be
Ohio's representative at the CBS-na¥
tionally televised M1ss USA" Pag¥
eant• in February to compete for over
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Streaks played well defensively,
they could not put the ball into the
back of the net.
Bethany scored their first goal
after a free kick turned into a
scramble in front of Carroll's goal.
The ball squeaked in as Bethany
took control of the lead. Later, they
scored on a penalty kick and another late goal to ice the victory.
"Those were two games we
needed to win to make our presence known in the region," said
sophomore midfielder Ryan
Caudill, who remained positive
despite the losses.
The Blue Streaks faced Case
Western Reserve at home on
Wednesday Sept. 14th before starring conference play on Saturday
Sept. 17th at Otterbein and retuning home for Heidel berg on the 21st.

If you'd like to
write or shoot
photos for the
Sports section of
The CN, please
contact Jeff
Walker or Jude
Killy at 397-4398.

paign was led by by Brain Unk
(nimh place overall) and Matt
Glov na Cl2t hover a 11) both recei ving second-team All-America
honors. Steve Voinovich wasn't
far behmd, tying for 18th overall
and receiving third-ream AllAmerica honors for his efforts.
ThevtOmenssoccerreamsuffered consecutive defeats in the
last week at thehandsof Denison
5-0 and Wittenberg 2-1, respectively:

Comingsoon..women'stennis
and CI'O$S country, and golf artic;:les. Pl\15. the season premier of
.,
Streak of the Week.
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Men's X-Country take it
"one day at a time"
Mlcbael Ziccardi
Staff Reporter

Youth dominates john Carroll
University's men's cross country
team with Head Coach Don
Stupka's squad returning only
seven lettermen from last season.
Led by seniors Mike Lembach and
jason Lehrer, this years main focus
is on improving and gaining experience at each race.
"The basicobjectiveforthe team
this season is to prepare for what
we consider the three main events,"
saidStupica. "Ailoftheothermeets
are basically competitive practice
so we can evaluate our performances."
The three rnain events for the
crosscountryteam are the National
Catholic meet at Notre Dame College in three weeks; the All-Ohio

r------------------- ,
THERE'S ROOM
for

YOU
in the

j.C.U.
CONCERT CHOIR

meet, (consisting of every Ohio
school), whichcreatesafieldof over
200ath letes; the third crucial meet
of the year would be the Conference meet at the end of the season,
where the success of the em ire season is measured by the results at
this one big race.
james Barbour, Dave Frattarz,
Max Kennedy, Devin McCrate,and
Brian Newcome are also returning
from last season with the hopes of
making great strides in their attempt to be com~titive.
"This is nota sport where a runner can go day in and day out, it is
toomuchof achallengephysically."
Stuptka remarked.
This year's team plans on improvmgone day at a time with the
hopes of challenging for top spots
in their three main competitions.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

BeALL BIRTHRIGHT
LAKEWOOD

CLEVELAND

PARMA

228-5998

486-2800

661-6400

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

BLUE STREAKS
FOOTBALL

Contact Dr. J. LanYe- music room
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This is senior split end Sean Williams from the perspective of an Ohio Wesleyan University
defender on one of his record -setting catches in the JCU's 45-14 route last Saturday.

Randolph G. Loeser
Staff Reporter

1f there were any doubts that
Carroll's football team would be
able to adjust to a wide open offense, split end Sean Williams put
them to rest as he broke two school
records to aid the team in a 45-14
victory over Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

versity this past Saturday.
With four touchdowns and 255
yards on eight total receptions,
Williams, the Ohio Athletic Conference Player of the Week, broke
Bob Fitzgerald's 36 year old record
of 179 yards set in 1968.
"Now that we're throwing the
ball, we will be a great contender in

the OAC this year," said the senior
who already has half of his total
yardage from last year. "We ran the
ball too much in the past, but the
attitude of the team and the offense
has changed for the better."
PJ. lnsana, the other half of this
aerialattack,threwforacareer high
255 yards in less than three quar-

ters of the game.
"I saw that they had single coverage and Sean just ran by the defender," lnsana said, "He proved
why he is the best receiver in the
OAC"
With the establishment of a
solid passing game, Head Coach
Tony DeCarlo would like to get his
running backs more involved m
the attack as he looks again to Offensive Coordinator joe Perella to
balance the attack more with the
run.
"He has installed a new offense
that can explcx:le for some points in
a hurry," said DeCarlo, whois6-2 in
openers in his career atjCU. "But
much of what we were able to do
was because of our defense."
Despite being down early 7-3,

the !me and secondary held the
Student Princes to just 274 total
offense. Drivmg late in the second
quarter, the defense agam came up
b1g as defens1ve end Ryan Caner
picked off a Dan Hoover pass to
ramble 22 yards fort he score. It was
Caner's first career mtercepuon
and touchdown.
"The defense res ponded tosome
rough situauons," said DeCarlo,
whose defens1ve squad was on the
field for nearly 40 minutes. "They
kept us in the ball game."
They were led by noseguard
Matt Warnemem, who recorded a
team htgh 19 tackles; Chris Anderson with 16 srops; and Greg Roman, who registered 12 tackles and
a sack.
With thm first victory of 1994,
the Blue Streaks begm conference
play against Marietta this Saturday
at 1:30 p.m. on Wasmer Field. Last
season, the Streaks squeezed out a
19-13 v1ctory. Marietta is the only
team m the Ohio Athletic Conference to have never beaten john
Carroll.
"Marietta won the1r first game,
so we know they will be ready,"
said DeCarlo. "They have some
tough, physical players and are
strong at the skill positions. They
have a strong runner in Curt
Weikart and their quarterback,
Aaron Conte, IS a k1d we looked at
m h1gh schooL They have some talem."
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What do you think? How can events be publicized?
The Campus Community is invited and encouraged to attend

A TOWN MEETING
Sponsored by Student Affairs and the Student Union
Wednesday September 21,1994
From 5 until 6 P.M.
The SAC Conference Room

Rehearsals- Mon. & Wed. 4-6 p.m.
(Personal attention made for schedule
conflicts)

This is Sean Williams from the
perspective of the average
Carrollite across the quad.

john Carrotl's sophomore
tailback, Chad Rankin, who led
the Ohlo Athletic Conference in
rushing in 1993 by gaining 1143
yards wassidelioed from therun·
ning attack in Carroll'S 45-14
drubbing of Ohio Wesleyan on
Saturday. Rankin, a. pre·season
All-Americanpick in Division III,
missed the action due ro injury.
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Williams explodes for 255 yards and four TO's to break two school records
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SPORTS

Streaks dethrone the Student Princes 45-14

Sports Flashes

tO off -season workouts, and 1t
shows m the way we're playing"
After getting the season off to a
smashing start, Head Coach
Gretchen We1tbrecht believes there
ts, "a good blend of experienced
team members and underclassmen, and putting these two things
together helps make the whole
thing very positive." Weitbrecht is
looking forward totheseason. "The
focus th1s season is on strong defense, while also learning to play a
more varied offense."
This weekend,the Lady Streaks
travel to Marietta College in defense
of their River City Classic.
junior co-captain Dawn
Ebinger bestsummed up the team's
feelings toward this weekend.
"We're all really looking forward ro
the tOurnament at Marietta, because we all know we're ready'

The Carroll News, September 15, 1994

(in the Recplex) ·
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Home sweet home
I spent last weekend visiting a friend at a college that I
found to be very similar to John CarrolL It was in Ohio. It was
a small, religious, conservative university; much like ours.
But in some ways, it was very different from Carroll. That
comforted me. But it also scared me.
For example, they had a beautiful
football field, with artificial turf, and
grandstands seating thousands, and
lights .... and people that went to the
I!,ames.
The University had bought up ali
the houses around the school.
People could walk to class, rather
than parking in an overcrowded lot
as they drove in from their
apartment in Euclid.
There were fraternity houses and
there weren't any problems or
complaints. Everyone lived close to
class, and with it, close to everything
that was going on.
Their Student Activities Center, well, they had specially
designated places to hang signs informing people about
campus events.
They had Marriott food service. They had a pasta bar and
a grill and a deli and a salad bar and real cereal and real
glasses and everyone was friendly.
They had a functional computer lab, w1th computers that
worked, and people that knew how to use them.
They had mail service, just like ours. But when they got
one of those yellow slips telling them they had a package all
they had to do was walk 10 feet to the mail room. They didn't
have to walk all the way across campus again into the
basement of another building and then carry a big heavy
package back across campus.
There were other th1ngs that were different as well.
Their student government consisted of one elected
official from each class. With the executive officers, the
number of students who worked with the administration on
behalf of the students was less than 10.
There were a lot of rules and regulations regarding
students' conduct and rights and freedoms and universiy
policy.
Their student newspaper really wasn't. It was small. It
wasn't produced or designed or run by students.
They didn't have as many student organizations or
campus activities as we do.
They didn't have service projects or charity events to help
them assimilate into the community.
The campus was friendly, but not that ;riendly. People
didn't always say "hi" to each other like we do here.
And do you know what?
I liked the school, but visiting it made me like Carroll more.
I liked walking into the crowded atrium at roon and seeing
students talking and joking and laughing.
I liked walking into The Carroll News and seeing the mess
that I hadn't cleaned up from four days before.
Seeing another school made me realize maybe walking a
hundred yards to get my mall wasn't that big a deal.
But most of all, it showed me something that we don't
realize that often.
Maybe we shouldn't complain as much. 1think we have it
better than we realize.

Ray Polantz

lize, the owners must take charge.
Most owners could take a lesson in cost control from
Take me out to the ball game. Take me out to the crowd ___ Cleveland Indians owner Dick jacobs. Even though there is
Wait!Time out. What ball game? What crowd?
no salary cap currently in place, he instructs his general
On August 11, Major league Baseball owners watched manager, john Hart, how much he is allowed to spend. In
players walk out on the 1994 season, stripping fans of the effect,Jacobs has implemented his own cap. He realizes that
game they love and stripping owners of the money they love. he does not have the television revenue which other owners
For the first time in ninety years, there will be no World benefit from. Three short years ago, the Cleveland Indians
Series.
were considered cheap misers. Now that they are reaping the
According to an August Baseball Wee:hly poll, most benefits of their foresight, they are widely recognized as one
people blame the players for the problems plaguing America's of the shrewdest franchises inspor[S_Whycan'totherownpastime. Forty-five percent of the public hold the players ers exercise as much self-control?
accountable as compared to the twenty-eight percent who
The baseball players will probably get their way in this
blame the owners. For the most part, middle class America strike. After all, the owners are not only fighting the players'
views millionaire baseball players as over paid bra[S.
association, they are feuding with themselves. Big market
In many cases, they are right. Professional athletes are
grossly overpaid when compared to doctors and teachers.
Whether or not Barry Bonds will play in a particular game
matters little in thegrandschemeof life. Thesamecannot be
said for a top-notch surgeon or a teacher who reaches out to
students.
The owners would like tO portray the players as greedy,
but it is their own greed which becomes apparent when
lookingattheeconomicissues. Forexample,inanattemptto
stop the outrageous upward spiral of salaries, the owners
want to impose a salary cap -a cap to limit the to£al amount
each can pay for players. Their argument is that each has the
right to know what the expenses of his/her business will be. owners from New York and Chicago could care less about
A salary cap would only limit expenses, allowing owners to small market teams from Milwaulkee and Pittsburgh. The
hoard the rest of the profi[S_ Under a cap, the players would only thing they are concerned about is their own possible
be forced to limit _their salaries, thus saving the owners the loss of money Although owners like New York Yankees'
folly of overpaying them. The players, reasonably, are refus- owner George Steinbrenner will tolerate a salary cap, they
ing to do so. Baseball players have seen what it has done to will not accept revenue sharing, a dividing of profits betheir football counterpar[S_ The salary cap has made dino- tween all the teams. Steinbrenner will not let Milwaukee
saurs out of well-paid veterans such as Phil Simms-Just nine owner Bud Selig "share" his money when Selig might be
monthsagoSimmswasleadingtheNewYorkGiantsintothe bidding against him for a star pitcher or power hitter in the
future. _It is ironic that most owners exhibit the same greedy
playoffs. Now he is out of football.
It is difficult to sympathize with the owners' concern for qualities for which they chastise the players.
judging from the poll, the owners have been successful in
high salaries when it is the owners themselves who are
paying these salaries. They are foolish to expect their em- getting people to channel theirangerat the players. Most fans
ployees to take responsibility for their overspending. Base- believe that it is the high salaries demanded by players which
ball players make too much money, but for salaries to stabi- continue to drive ticket prices to record heights.Turning this
Forum Writer

chastise the players.

News is printed on 70%rttydedpaper

Handicapped headaches
Everyday mostJCU students attend classes and meetings in the AD building, the O'Malley Center, the
Business Wing, the Library and the Science Center. They move freely from one building to the next
without even thinking about how easy it is for them to get to their next class or meeting. However, some
students, employees and visitors to campus find getting to where they want to go more of a challenge.
For the visitor to campus who needs handicapped access to a building, there are no clearly displayed
signs indicating where these entrances are. Imagine parking in a spot for the handicapped in front of the
AD building and then trying to locate the entrances with handicapped access. It would be hard to do
without a guide, and how many randomJCU students have stopped to ponder the fastest way into the
building?
The residence halls aren't much better. AlthoughJCU students who need the use of an elevator or ramp
can be placed in abuilding with a working elevator or on the first floor, handicapped relatives and friends
mi h have a difficulttime visiting a student-on campus. lf an RHDorRA with a keyisn'taround, most of
the residenc~ hall elevators are inoperable.
Although most places on campus are handicapped accessible, their accessibility is a challenge and
somewhat limited. Hopefully they can be improved sometime in the fui:ure, and until then, the entrances
thatdoexistcan be better marked.JCU studentscanalsotake responsibility for knowing how to access the
buildings, and perhaps even think about it once in while when they walk down a few stairs on the way to
their next class.

·Greek Council: empowerment
At a Student Union meeting last year, senior joe Parks introduced a bill that would have separated the
current Greek Council from the SU and empowered it with enough authority to govern the Greek
organizations that make up its membership. Parks' bill failed but he had the beginnings of a good idea;
Greek organizations would benefit from a stronger Greek Council that operated separately from the
Student Union.
A strong Greek Council could regulate theactivitiesof f raternitiesand sororities better than the Student
Union. Currently, theSU oversees Greek organizations through its Review Committee, chaired by the SU
Vice President In this committee, numerous senators and students examine the charters of campus
organizationsand cation theorganizations to prove that they havef ulfilled the provisions of their charters.
A sorority'scharter might forexamplecall for the group to participate in Project Gold twice every semester.
The Review Committee, during a hearing, would ask the sorority if indeed they have taken part in Project
Gold this semester.
This process seems fairly simple, but when compounded by the fact that the SU charters over 70
organizations and that each organization can have as many as 12 or 15 provisions within its charter, the
process becomes complex. In addition, Review Committee meetings allot only 20 minutes or so for each
organization.
An empowered, non-SU Greek Council could spend more time with each individual sorority or
fraternity and ensure to a greater degree that the group has met its charter provisions. For instance, if a
Greek organization agreed to maintain the sign boards around campus and failed to do that, the Greek
Council would be in a better (i.e. closer) position than the SU to contact that organization to see that the
problem was corrected. Not only would it ensure charter compliance however, but it could also assist
organizations with with various service projects. If a special service project required the efforts of many
people, then the Council could pool a few individuals from each Greek organization to complete the
project In this manner, sororities and fraternities would be more efficient and effective in carrying out
their community service obligations.
Even more than that though, f raternitiesand sororities would win a greater benefit from an em powered,
separated Greek Council, namely safety in numbers.lastsemesterJCU students witnessed how university
administrators trounced two Greek organizations, Delta Kappa Psi and Theta Kappa, with little outside
opposition In thecaseofDelta Kappa Psi, the f raternity'sfunds were frozen without warning, and for Theta
Kappa, their charter was suspended.
An empowered Greek Council could act as a supportive voice for a threatened member. For example,
the collective Greek Council could have gathered last year and said, "Hey, the women of Theta Kappa are
getting an unfair deal and are being made examples of. This has to stop."
Granted, this sort of statement might not win any immediateconcessionsf rom a university administrator,
but that same administrator might think twice about targeting a single Greek organization. Moreover, the
collective support offered by the empowered Greek Council would serve as an insurance policy that such
punishments against fraternities and sororities would no longer go unquestioned. The Student Union will
scarcely fight the administration on issues like these; why don't the Greeks do it themsel v~s?
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Baseball strike portrays players unfairly

It is ironic that most owners
exhibit the same greedy
qualities for which they
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principle around would suggest that 1f players earned less,
then the fans would be the ones benefiting in the form of
lowerticket prices. Those whothinktheownerswould lower
ticket pnces fail to realize that owners would be more than
happy to pocket the extra money.
The owners would like fans to look at the economic issues
as moral ones. Players are in a no-wm situation when negotiating contrac[S. Ask for more money, and they are called
greedy. Ask for more playing time, and they areca lied selfish.
Ask for security, and they a recalled freeloaders. It seems fans
expect players to ask for less money and take pay cuts without caring But don't all workers in America want more
money and more security? Why should ball players be any
different?
An accountant just out of school will most hkely accept
a job with the company offering him or her the most money.
If when employed by that com pany,anothercom panyoffers
him or her more money and better working conditions, the
accountant will probably go to work for thesecondcompany.
Baseball players, often faced with similar scenarios, make
the same decisions anyone else would_
Major league Baseball players are workers with a particular skill. This skill may not be as important to the world as
thatof a surgeon or teacher, but they do possess~ skill which
very few have. To have the talent and skill eo be a Major
League Baseball player, much less a good one, Is something
which few individuals possess -so few, in fact, that the
scarcity has driven upthepriceof each.lnacapitalistsystem
like America, workers have the right to take jobs which offer
them the most money and best opportunity. Everyone has
the right to earn what the market will bear. The market of
professionalspor[SistheonewhichallowsbiWoftaireowners
to shell out millions of dollars with the flickcl ~heir wris[S_
Baseball owners would obviously like fans to support
them in the strike. They would like to pit working class
people against other working class people, while they laugh
all the way to the bank.
America's game did not end on August 11-that'swhen It
began. Fort he players to win the labor dispute, they wi II have
to beat their bosses at America's game. Unfortunately, it has
become a game of pride,selfishness,and greed -three things
right up the owners' alley.
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letters to the editor
challenge Administration's
new Atrium sign policy
To the Editor:
As I walked into the Atrium for the first time this year, it
hit me thatsomethingwas missing Except for one large sign,
there were no signs hanging from the top level with clubs
welcomingtheclassof'98.lasked a friend of mine why there
were no posters and he said that the Administration had
banned all hanging signs in the Atrium except for the Welcome Back Week festivities which had received special permission.
When I came here as a bewildered freshman with the
only direction in life in the form of a class schedule, I was
thrilled to see that so many organizations wanted my participation. One of the signs that l saw was the rugby club's. If
l had not seen that sign or gone to the first meeting, I might
not have joined.
The question that I am trying to get to is, "Why are there
no signs allowed to hang in the Atrium?" The campus looks
fantastic The grass and the flowers look beautiful and the
O'Malley Center is better than any hotel lobby that I've ever
been in. l think that to a visitor, a campus without any sort
of club signs would show the inactiveness of the student
body. In orderto get the word out about any event, it has to be
publicized ina choice location. Everyone passes through the
Atrium during the first week, even if it is only to buy books.
Student organizations need new students in order to remain
a healthy part of what john Carroll has to offer.
I challenge the Administration to reconsider this seemingly useless rule if we are to continue as the university of
which we are so proud.
john Rugemer
Class ofl996

To the Editor:
During my four years of high school, the entire student
body, the faculty and staff. and all of the administrators
would come together to celebrate Mass in the name of the
Holy Spirit It was the official, unofficial, beginning of the
school year. We would come together and celebrate the
beginning of a new year and in turn be celebrating the

I then went on to college and found out that the Mass of
the Holy Spirit was celebrated here as well, and with the
same attendance On this past Sunday, as many of you may
or may not know,thejohnCarroll Communitycame together
and celebrated the Mass of the Holy Spirit This year, as a
Student Unionexecutiveofficer,l had the pleasure of bringing
thegif[S tothealtar. As l walked up the middle of thechurch ,
l noticed something that I had never seen before at an all
school liturgy, the church was just over half full. I compare
this to last year when-every seat was taken and the back of
the church was full as well.
1could not figure out what was different this year. This
year's freshman class is larger than past years', so 1ruled that
out as a reason. I thought about how many people in our
generation have become disillusioned with the Catholic
Church, but then again , St. Francis Chapel is always full at
the six o'clock and the ten thirty masses. So, that couldn't be
it either. Well, maybe students and faculty did not know
about the Mass. Didn't they see the sign in the Atrium, I
thought to myself. Then I remembered about the ban on
signs in the Atrium. Campus Ministry could not hang a stgn
tO advertise the celebration. Therefore, many studen[S and
faculty didn't know about the Mass that the john Carroll
Community celebrated on Sunday.
At the Mass, !learned about the tradition behmd the Mass
of the Holy Spirit and how it had been celebrated at the
universities all over the world for centuries. Well, I guess if
the attendance at Sunday's Mass is acceptable to the Administration, that's okay for them, but that's not okay with
me. People missed an all-school liturgy, and why you ask?
Maybe they should have read the sign in the Atrium.
Bill Glunz
Student Union Chief justice

To the Editor:
When l returned last Monday for my Senior year, I was
surpnsed to see an empty Atrium, devoid of all the signs and
banners advertising campus events. So, l asked around and
found out that these signs are now prohtbued Oh.
You see, I can explain the past three years of my john
Carroll education (everything beyond the classroom) based
on the signs I've seen hanging in the Atrium.
l remember being a lonely freshman commuter looking

seemed to know what wasgoingon and wit hour those signs,
!don't think I would have hadaccesstothissarne"pnvileged"
information Granted , we have TV momtors and bulletin
boards, but each has its own fl aw.(! don't have time to stand
in front of a TV monitor watching 30other ads wainng for
the one about that play m Kulas to come on again; I don't
understand how outdated fliers and credit card offers just
seem toeatawaythe fliersforeven[S relevant to me.) Anyway,
back to the story.
Those Atrium signs that I passed daily, well Monday
through Fnday on my way to the Inn Between or the bookstore, told me many things. For example, the plays in Kulas
A uditoriumand the Marinello Little Theater,the very differem speakers sponsored by the very different departmen[S
and organizations; thespecialevents of Homecoming, Dance
Marathon, Christmas Formal,Marchof Dimes Walk,Operation FOCUS, Project HOPE, etc., and all the meetings 1was
welcomed to a ttend .
For me personally, as I passed that Atrium regularly, I
usually saw a sign that piqued my interest, something I
would not have known about since !didn't have access to the
same fountains of information the residen[S have, matnly
the dorm and the main cafetena.
Bur maybe th1s letter doesn't really apply to me anymore
now that I graduate in May.As a senior,! know what's going
on and if I don't, I know where to find that informauon. So I
guess I'm writing my letter on behalf of me as that once
lonely freshman commuter looking to get involved He/ she
is probably out there,- somewhere. right now....
Adele M. Fini
Class of 1995

Edt tor's note: A Town Meeting wdl be held regarding the:
Atrium sign issue nextWedne:sday,Se:ptember 21 at 5p.m. in
the SAC Conference room.
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[lommentary

Home sweet home
1spent last weekend visiting a friend at a college that I
found to be very similar to John Carroll. It was in Ohio. It was
a small, religious, conservative university; much like ours.
But in some ways, it was very different from Carroll. That
comforted me. But it also scared me.
For example, they had a beautiful
football field, with artificial turf, and
grandstands seating thousands, and
lights_ .. and people that went to the
games.
The University had bought up all
the houses around the school.
People could walk to class. rather
than parking in an overcrowded lot
as they drove in from their
apartment in Euclid.
There were fraternity houses and
there weren't any problems or
complaints. Everyone lived close to
class, and with it, close to everything
that was going on.
Their Student Activities Center, well, they had specially
designated places to hang signs informing people about
campus events.
They had Marriott food service. They had a pasta bar and
a grill and a deli and a salad bar and real cereal and real
glasses and everyone was friendly.
They had a functional computer lab, with computers that
worked, and people that knew how to use them.
They had mail service, just like ours. But when they got
one of those yellow slips telling them they had a package all
they had to do was walk 10 feet to the mailroom. They didn't
have to walk all the way across campus again into the
basement of another building and then carry a big heavy
package back across campus.
There were other things that were different as well.
Their student government consisted of one elected
official from each class. With the executive officers, the
number of students who worked with the administration on
behalf of the students was less than 10.
There were a lot of rules and regulations regarding
students' conduct and rights and freedoms and universiy
policy.
Their student newspaper really wasn't. It was small. It
wasn't produced or designed or run by students.
They didn't have as many student organizations or
campus activities as we do.
They didn't have service projects or charity events to help
them assimilate into the community.
The campus was friendly, but not that ;nendly. People
didn't always say "hi" to each other like we do here.
And do you know what?
I liked the school, but visiting it made me like Carroll more.
I liked walking into the crowded atrium at Poon and seeing
students talking and joking and laughing.
I liked walking into The Carroll News and seeing the mess
that I hadn't cleaned up from four days before.
Seeing another school made me realize maybe walking a
hundred yards to get my mail wasn't that big a deal.
But most of all, it showed me something that we don't
realize that often.
Maybe we shouldn't complain as much. I think we have it
better than we realize.

Handicapped headaches
Everyday mostJCU students attend classes and meetings in the AD building, the O'Malley Center, the
Business Wing, the Library and the Science Center. They move freely from one building to the next
without even thinking about how easy it is for them to get to their next class or meeting. However, some
students, employees and visitors to campus find getting to where they want to go more of a challenge.
For the visitor to campus who needs handicapped access to a building. there are no clear!)' displayed
signs indicating where these entrances are. Imagine parking in a spot for the handicapped in front of the
AD building and then trying to locate the entrances with handicapped access. It would be hard to do
without a guide, and how many randomjCU students have stopped to ponder the fastest way into the
building?
The residence halls aren't much better. AlthoughJCU students who need the use of an elevator or ramp
can be placed in a building with a working elevator or on the first floor, handicapped relatives and friends
mi ht have a difficult timevisitingastudenton campus. lf an RHDor RA with a key isn't around, most of
the residenc hall elevators are inoperable.
Although most places on campus are handicapped accessible, their accessibility is a challenge and
somewhat limited. Hopefully they can be improved sometime in the f u•ure, and until then, the entrances
that do exist can be better marked. jCU students can also take responsibility for knowing how to access the
buildings, and perhaps even think about it once in while when they walk down a few stairs on the way to
their next class.

·Greek Counci 1: empowerment
At a Student Union meeting last year, senior joe Parks introduced a bill that would have separated the
current Greek Council from the SU and empowered it with enough authority to govern the Greek
organizations that make up its membership. Parks' bill failed but he had the beginnings of a good idea;
Greek organizations would benefit from a stronger Greek Council that operated separately from the
Student Union.
A strong Greek Council could regulate theactivitiesof f raternitiesand sororities better than the Student
Union. Currently, the SU oversees Greek organizations through its Review Committee, chaired by the SU
Vice President In this committee, numerous senators and students examine the charters of campus
organizations and call on theorganizations to prove that they ha vef ulfilled the provisions of their charters.
A sorority'scharter might forexamplecall for the group to participate in Project Gold twice every semester.
The Review Committee. during a hearing, would ask the sorority if indeed they have taken part in Project
Gold this semester.
This process seems fairly simple, but when compounded by the fact that the SU charters over 70
organizations and that each organization can have as many as 12 or 15 provisions within its charter, the
process becomes complex. In addition, Review Committee meetings allot only 20 minutes or so for each
organization.
An empowered, non-SU Greek Council could spend more time with each individual sorority or
fraternity and ensure to a greater degree that the group has met its charter provisions. For instance, if a
Greek organization agreed to maintain the sign boards around campus and failed to do that, the Greek
Council would be in a better (i.e. closer) position than the SU to contact that organization to see that the
problem was corrected. Not only would it ensure charter compliance however, but it could also assist
organizations with with various service projects. If a special service project required the efforts of many
people, then the Council could pool a few individuals from each Greek organization to complete the
project In this manner, sororities and fraternities would be more efficient and effective in carrying out
their community service obligations.
Even more than that though,f raternitiesand sororities would win a greater benefitfromanempowered,
separated Greek Council, namely safety in numbers. LastsemesterjCU students witnessed how university
administrators trounced two Greek organizations, Delta Kappa Psi and Theta Kappa, with little outside
opposition. In thecaseofDelta Kappa Psi,thef raternity'sfunds were frozen without warning, and for Theta
Kappa, their charter was suspended.
An empowered Greek Council could act as a supportive voice for a threatened member. For example,
the collective Greek Council could have gathered last year and said, "Hey, the women of Theta Kappa are
getting an unfair deal and are being made examples of. This has to stop."
Granted, this son of statement might not win an yimmediateconcessionsf rom a universityadministrator,
but that same administrator might think twice about targeting a single Greek organization. Moreover, the
collective support offered by the empowered Greek Council would serve as an insurance policy that such
punishments against fraternities and sororities would no longer go unquestioned. The Student Union will
scarcely fight the administration on issues like these; why don't the Greeks do it themselv~s?
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Baseball strike portrays players unfairly
Ray Polantz
Forum Writer

Take me out to the ball game. Take me out co the crowd ....
WaitiTime out. What ball game? What crowd?
On August ll, Major League Baseball owners watched
players walk out on the 1994 season, stripping fans of the
game they loveandstrippingownersof the money they love.
For the first time in ninety years, there will be no World
Series.
According to an August Baseball Weekly poll , most
people blame the players for the problems plaguing America's
pastime. Forty-five percent of the public hold the players
accountable as compared to the twenty-eight percent who
blame the owners. For the most part, middle class America
views millionaire baseball players as overpaid brats.
In many cases, they are right. Professional athletes are
grossly overpaid when compared to doctors and teachers.
Whether or not Barry Bonds will play in a particular game
matters little in thegrandschemeof life. The sa me cannot be
said for a top-notch surgeon or a teacher who reaches out to
students.
The owners would like to portray the players as greedy,
but it is their own greed which becomes apparent when
looking at the economic issues. For example, in anattempt to
stop the outrageous upward spiral of salaries, the owners
want to impose a salary cap- a cap to limit the total amount
each can pay for players. Their argument is that each has the
right to know what the expenses of his/her business will be.
A salary cap would only limit expenses, allowing owners to
hoard the rest of the profits. Under a cap, the players would
be forced to limit their salaries, thus saving the owners the
folly of overpaying them. The players, reasonably, are refusing to do so. Baseball players have seen what it has done to
their football counterparts. The salary cap has made dinasa urs out of well-paid veterans such as Phil Simms.j ust nine
months ago Simms was leading the New York Giantsintothe
playoffs. Now he is out of football.
It is difficult to sympathize with the owners' concern for
high salaries when it is the owners themselves who are
paying these salaries. They are foolish to expect their employees to take responsibility for their overspending. Baseball players make too much money, but for salaries tostabi-

lize, the owners must take charge.
Most owners could take a lesson in cost control from
Cleveland Indians owner Dickjacobs. Even though there is
no salary cap currently in place, he instructs his general
manager, john Hart, how much he is allowed to spend. In
effecc,jacobs has implemented his own cap. He realizes that
he does not have the television revenue which other owners
benefit from. Three short years ago, the Cleveland lnd1ans
were considered cheap misers. Now that they are reaping the
benefits of their foresight, they are widely recognized as one
of the shrewdest franchises in sports. Why can't other owners exercise as much self-control?
The baseball players will probably get their way in this
strike. After all, the owners are not only fighting the players'
association, they are feuding with themselves. Big market

It is ironic that most owners
exhibit the same gre.edy
qualities for which they
chastise the players.
owners from New York and Chicago could care less about
small market teams from Milwaulkee and Pittsburgh. The
only thing they are concerned about is their own possible
loss of money. Although owners like New York Yankees'
owner George Steinbrenner will tolerate a salary cap, they
will not accept revenue sharing, a dividing of profits between all the teams. Steinbrenner will not let Milwaukee
owner Bud Selig "share" his money when Selig might be
bidding against him for a star pitcher or power hitter in the
future. _I t is ironic that most owners exhibit the same greedy
qualities for which they chastise the players.
judging from the poll. the owners have been successful in
getting people to channel theiranger at the players. Most fans
believe that it is the highsalariesdemanded by players which
continue codrive ticket prices to record heights.Turning this

princ1ple around would suggest that 1f players earned less,
then the fans 'M:>uld be the ones benefiting in the form of
lower ticket prices.Those who think the owners would lower
ticket prices fail to realize that owners would be more than
happy to pocket the extra money.
The owners would like fans to look at the economic issues
as moral ones. Players are in a no-wm Situation when negotiating contracts. Ask for more money, and they are called
greedy. Ask for more playing time, and they areca lied selfish.
Ask for security, and they a recalled freeloaders.ltseems fans
expect players to ask for less money and take pay cuts without canng. But don't all workers in Amenca want more
money and more security? Why should ball players be any
different?
An accountant just out of school w11l most l1kely accept
a JOb with the company offering him or her the most money.
If when employed bythatcompany,anothercompanyoffers
him or her more money and better workmg condrtions, the
accountant will probablygoto'M:>rk for thesecondcompany.
Baseball players, of ten faced with similar scenarios, make
the same decisions anyone else would.
Major League Baseball players are workers with a parncular skill. This skill may not be as important to the world as
thatof a surgeononeacher, buttheydo possessaskill which
very few have. To have the talent and skill eo be a Major
League Baseball player, much less a good one, ts something
which few individuals possess - so few, in fact, that the
scarcity hasdriven upthepriceof each.lnacapitalistsystem
like America, workers have the right to take jobs which offer
them the most money and best opportunity. Everyone has
the right to earn what the market will bear. lbe market of
professional sports is the one which a \lows bill.ioftaireowners
to shell out millions of dollars with the flickcl their wrists.
Baseball owners would obviously like fans to support
them in the strike. They would like to pit working class
people against other working class people, while they laugh
all the way to the bank.
Americas game did not end on August 11-that'swhen it
began. For the players to win the labordispute,theywdl have
to beat their bosses at America'sga me. Unfortunately, it has
become a game of pride,selfishness,andgreed - threethmgs
right up the owners' alley

--

letters to the editor
'

challenge Administration's
new Atrium sign policy
To the Edicor:
As I walked into the Atrium for the first time this year, it
hit met hat something was missing. Except for one largesign,
there were no signs hanging from the top level with clubs
welcomingtheclassof'98. I asked a friend of mine why there
were no posters and he said that the Administration had
banned all hanging signs in the Atrium except for the Welcome Back Week festivities which had received special permission.
When I came here as a bewildered freshman with the
only direction in life in the form of a class schedule, I was
thrilled to see that so many organizations wanted my participation. One of the signs that !saw was the rugby club's. If
l had not seen that s1gn or gone to the first meeting, I might
not have joined.
The question that lam trying to get co is, "Why are there
no signs allowed to hang in the Atrium?" The campus looks
fantastic. The grass and the flowers look beautiful and the
O'Malley Center is better than any hotel lobby that l'veever
been in. I think that to a visitor, a campus without any son
of club signs would show the inactiveness of the student
body. ln ordertoget the word out about any event, it has to be
publicized ina choice location. Everyone passes through the
Atrium during the first week, even if it is only tO buy books.
Student organizations need new students in order to remain
a healthy part of what john Carroll has to offer.
I challenge the Administration to reconsider this seemingly useless rule if we are to contmue as the university of
which we are so proud.
john Rugemer
Class of 1996

To the Ed it or:
During my four years of high school, the entire student
body, the faculty and staff, and all of the administrators
would come together to celebrate Mass in the name of the
Holy Spirit. It was the official, unofficial, beginning of the
school year. We would come together and celebrate the
beginning of a new year and in turn be celebrating the

I then went on to college and found outthat the Mass of
the Holy Spirit was celebrated here as well, and with the
same attendance. On this past Sunday, as many of you may
or may not know,thejohnCarroll Community came together
and celebrated the Mass of the Holy Spirit. This year, as a
Student Unionexecutiveofficer, I had the pleasureof bringing
the gifts to thea lear. As I walked up the middle of the church,
1 noticed something that l had never seen before at an all
school liturgy, the church was just over half full. I compare
this to last year when every seat was taken and the back of
the church was full as well.
I could not figure out what was different this year. This
year's freshman class is larger than past years',so 1ruled that
out as a reason. I thought about how many people in our
generation have become disillusioned with the Catholic
Church, but then again, St. Francis Chapel is always full at
the six o'clock and the ten thirty masses. So, that couldn't be
it either. Well, maybe students and faculty did not know
about the Mass. Didn't they see the sign in the Atrium, l
thought to myself Then l remembered about the ban on
signs in the Atrium. Campus Ministry could not hang a sign
to advertise the celebration. Therefore, many students and
faculty didn't know about the Mass that the john Carroll
Community celebrated on Sunday.
At the Mass, I learned about the tradition behind the Mass
of the Holy Spirit and how it had been celebrated at the
umversities all over the world for centuries. Well, I guess if
the attendance at Sunday's Mass is acceptable to the Administration, that's okay for them, but that's not okay with
me. People missed an all-school liturgy, and why you ask?
Maybe they should have read the sign in the Atrium.
Bill Glunz
Student Union Chtef jusuce

To the Editor:
When I returned last Monday for my Senior year, l was
surprised toseeanempty Atrium ,devoid of all thesignsand
banners advertising campus events So, l asked around and
found out that these signs are now prohibited. Oh.
You see. I can explam the past three years of my john
Carroll education (everything beyond the classroom) based
on the signs I've seen hanging in the Atrium.
l remember being a lone! y fresh man commuter look111g

seemed to know what was going on and without thoses1gns,
Idon't think l would have had access tothissarne"pnvtleged"
information Granted , we have TV momtors and bulleun
boards, but each has its own fl aw. (I don't have time to stand
in front of a TV monitor watchmg 30other ads waiung for
the one about that play in Kulas to come on again; I don't
understand how outdated fliers and credit card offers just
seem toeataway the fliers for events relevant to me.) Anyway,
back to the story.
Those Atrium signs that l passed daily, well Monday
through Fnday on my way to the Inn Between or the bookstore, told me many things. For example, the plays in Kulas
Auditoriumand the Marinello Little Theater, the very different speakers sponsored by the very different departments
and organizations;thespecial events of Homecoming,Dance
Marathon,Christmas Formal, March of Dimes Walk,Operation FOCUS, Project HOPE, etc., and all the meetings I was
welcomed to attend.
For rne personally, as l passed that Atrium regularly, I
usually saw a sign that piqued my interest, somethmg I
would not have known about since Id 1d n't have access to the
same fountains of 1nformat1on the residents have, mainly
the dorm and the mam cafeteria.
But maybe this letter doesn't really apply to me anymore
now that I graduate 1n May.As a senior, I know whatsgomg
on and if l don't, I know where to find that information So 1
guess I'm wnting my letter on behalf of me as that once
lonely freshman commuter lookmg to get involved He/ she
IS probably out there,. somewhere. right now....
Adele M. Fini
Class of 1995

Editor's note: A Town Meeting wtll be held regarding the
Atrium sign issue next Wednesday, September 21 at 5p.m. in
the SAC Conference room.

-
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Question
of
the
week:

Erika Oblak

Ben Kuhlman

Krista Hazen

Freshman

Freshman

Sophomore

"Well, I live at home, so
just the pantry."

"That deli next to
Campus Drug--Shaker
Deli."

"My refridgerator."

Angel Rodriquez

Ryan Maginn

Tim Burke

Senior

Freshman

"Gotta be Mama's Boy."

"Papajohn's every
single night, basically."

Freshman
"Hooters."
phoros by john R. Thorne

CiO
Babysitting
Non-smoking-experienced sitter
for 9-month old girl. Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday mornings. Shaker Heights. Own transportation. References.752-l982.
wanred-Babysitter in my Shaker
home. Morningsdaily.ldeal for afternoon/ night student. $5 hr. Must
have own transportation and references.Sara 991-7827 or56l-7362.

Help Wanted
Servers- Satisfy your appetite for
success at HOULIHAN'S. Earn
great pay and benefits. We offer
flexible hours, and an insurance
plan. Full-and pan-time positions
available. Apply in Person.
HOULIHAN'S Mon-Fri; 2-4pm
24103 Chagrin Blvd. Pavilion
Shopping Ctr Beachwood.
Help Wanted-dependable, honest
individuals needed for east side
residemial cleaning service. Days.
Monday-Friday. Flexible hours.
Transportation provided. Call69l9233
Fundraising-choose from 3 different fund raisers lasting either 3or
7 days. No investment. Earn$$$ for
your group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Calll-800-9320528,Ext.65.
Market Research-Established
MHRH firm seeks pan-time interviewers. Qualified candates must

---~--

possessgoodcomm't, writing skills
and be able to work in a fast paced
envir. in Downtown Cleve: Hrs
available: days, eve's, weekends.
Good starting pay. Please call62l3831 Mon-Fri. from 10-4.

Towed
Any students-who have had vehicles towed in the U.H. area; contact Kristen Economus 397-5398.

Personals
Mashi-mashi , it is good to have
me brother back from the land of
Yamamotos and ]ills. Welcome
home, Davido. JT.

IMPREJJION<IJT>"
ACROSS
I Mt Griffin
5 Storet
10 Manufaclured
14 Andert Arcadian clty
15 Vital organ
16 Bard's r!vei
I7 Scottish tribe
I8 Succeeding
19 African river
20 JolviSingtt __
22 Rotoir cl BonNud

Children of the night--thanks,
for having us over. You are good.
Szudy, I reallydo like celery green.
Trevor would be proud. Twister
next week and an adventure on
Saturday. Youareallgood. Stay out
of the sun-- visor man.
CongratulationsMarcus
Aurelius, now you can drink the
nectar of the Roman Gods! All that
we need do now is to get the Pasta
sauced!
Crazy Dick-hope your rafting
went well and you didn't get too
wet. By the way. Ted Michaels says
hello.
Thanks-Or. Stevenson and Fr.
Salmi, your late night answers to
our late night calls are always appreciated!

The

Carroll
News
is
looking
for
comic
artists.

24 Paydlrt
25 Isle o1
26 Actors plalform

29 Ollnese sauce
30 Religious Images
34 Desire

If

35 PrOOOlll
36 Having a view
37 Mr. Amln
38 Georges _cl family

40- _jiffy

: Ex

41 John

head Raider
43 Nellie
44 Jim Courier at times
45Siumber
46 Shortened female
47 Prompters
46 Racist, eg
50 Clgaratte:Stang
51

Mlllld

54Monttcll.omin
58 Asian oxen
59
61
62
63

Worship
My fodder's house
Deviates
Jason's wfe: Myth.

6 Weigle

46 Slo conter'U

7 Grail
8 Advance 1lle money

47 lntellgence agcy.
49 Gram'aaldeldclc

9 Disrobe
10
RJMl

50 SpoCiesa
51 Oglet

I I Swear
I2 Mite ott
13 Chemical endings
21 Poet'abefore
23 Mr. Oapton & others
25 Gu.rulvt
26 Tra'IIUin waler
27 Word with wave or basin
28 Actor's remar1<
29 Former French coin

52 P~ projeclle
53 Leafy veglltabie
54 North American lillian
tribe
55 Phone pan
56 Yale aim
57 Flit o1
60 Solemn lyric poem

64Peacock'aprlde
65 Remain

31 Ptuwayforf\ture

66Prlmp
67 Othetwlse

32 Forty._ _

t
2
3

4
5

DOWN
New York State apples
Ms. Fitzgerald
Type ol Admiral
Vrnu/11
Western mcM8

COMICS
COMICS

use

33
35
36
38

Healing tissue mar1<s
Japanese money
Pig pen
Brownish gray
39 Aullo-llngual melh.
42 ow df Lruw compow
44
Rodin
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you
are
interested
in
drawing
a
weekly
comic
for
the
paper,
please
submit
five

samples
of
your
work
to

The

Carroll
News
by
Monday,
September 19,
1994.

